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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
The Slate University of New York was eslablished by the State 
Legislature in 19-1-8. It comprises forty-six colleges. Twenty-eight of 
them are State colleges and eighteen are locally-sponsored community 
colleges. Although separated geographically, all are united in the pur-
pose to improve and extend opportunities for youth to continue their 
education after high school. 
State University offers cultural and professional four-year pro-
grams in liberal arts, science and engineering, home economics, indus-
trial and labor relations, veterinary medicine, ceramics, agriculture, 
forestry, maritime service, medicine, and teacher preparation, as well 
as two-year programs in a wide variety of fields, including technical 
courses in agricultural, industrial, health, and service areas. Several 
of its colleges offer graduate programs. 
Governed by a Board of Trustees appointed by the Governor, 
State University of New York plans for the total development of State-
supported higher education. Each college of State University is locally 
administered. Students should write directly to the institution in which 
they are interested for admission forms. 
Although State University of New York is one of the largest 
state universities in the country, its students have the additional advan-
tages of attending relatively small colleges. 
The State University motto is: "Let Each Become All He Is 
Capable of Being." 
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THE COLLEGE 
LOCAL COUNCIL 
Term 
Expires 
MRS. JAMES H. R1GIITER, Chairman . • • • • • • • • · · • · · • • • • . ...... 1963 
JOSEPH L. FINK ...... .... ..... · . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. . ... 1961 
KENNETH w. BROWN, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Director of Industrial Arts Education Division 
Sn;l'EN GITTLER, A.B ., M.A. 
Director of Summer Session and A ssociate 
Director of Graduate and Extension Education 
GoRDON J. KLOPF, B.S., Ph .M., Ph.D . .... . ... . . . Dean of Students 
RurH SuoARMAN, B.S., M.A., Ed.D .. .. . Principal of Campus School 
JOSEPH F. HIGGINS .... . .. . . . ... · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ..... 1966 
PATRICK HODGSON . . .. . .. . ....... . . . . . .......... . .... .. .. . 196) DoROTHY E. EELLS, B.S., M .A. ·· · • • • • • .. .. .. . . .... .. . . . R egistrar 
DAVID J. LAUB ................. .. .. . ... . ........... . ...... 1960 MoRTON R. LANE, B.S .. · · · · · · • · • • • . . . .. Senior Financial Secretary 
MRS. JAMES C. LYTLE . . ... . . . . . ... .. · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ...... 1965 
PmuP W. PATTI .. . . . . ... . . . ...... • • • • • · • • · · · • · · · · • • • . .... 1964 
MRS. JEAN B. ROGERS . ... . ... . . .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . ... . 1959 
MRS. GEORGE V. WALKER . .... .. . . ..... . · . · · · · · · · · · · · · .. . .. 1962 
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STANLEY A. CzuRLEs, B.F.A., M.F.A., Ph.D. 
Director of Art Education 
KATHERYNE T . WHITTEMORE, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Director of Arts and Sciences 
LORRAINE A. LANGE, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
Acting Director of Elementary and Secondary Education Div~ion 
HoRACE MANN, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Director, Exceptional Children Education Division 
WILLIAM D. BAKER, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
Director of General Education Division 
ROBERT E. ALBRIGHT, A.B., M.A., Ph.D . 
Director of Graduate and Extension Education 
MARGARET A. GRANT, B.S., M.S., Ed.D. 
Director of Home Economics Education Division 
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EXTENSION DIVISION 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
PAUL G. BuLGER, B.A., M.A., Ed.D .. . . .. . . . .. . ....... . . President 
RosERT E. ALBRIGHT, A.B., M.A., Ph.D ........ Director of Extension, 
Director of Graduate Division 
STEVEN GITTLER, A.B., M.A ......... . ... . ..... Associate Director of 
Graduate and Extension Education 
FRANCES G. HEPINSTALL, B.S., M.S ... . ... . ....... . .... . Librarian 
OoROTHY E. EELLS, B.S., M.A ... . ...... . ... . ..... .. ... R egistrar 
\!ORTON R. LANE, B.S ......... . ....... . Senior Financial Secretary 
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1959-60 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 19 
TUESDAY, SEPT. 22 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 26 
SATURDAY, Nov. 28 
SATURDAY, DEC. 26 
SATURDAY, }AN. 2 
SATURDAY, }AN. 9 
SATURDAY, }AN. 23 
SATURDAY, FEB. 6 
TUESDAY, FEB. 9 
SATURDAY, FEB. 13 
SATURDAY, APRIL 16 AND 
SATURDAY, APRIL 23 
SATURDAY, APRIL 30 
SATURDAY, JUNE 4 
CALENDAR ON-CAMPUS 
EXTENSION CLASSES 
FIRST SEMESTER 
R egistra tion for al! on-campus classes; (Satur-
day and Tuesday); 8: 45 A.M. - 1: 00 P.M. 
NO REGISTRATION AFTER THIS DAY 
First Tuesday class sessions; no registrations 
accepted 
First Saturday class sessions; no registrations 
accepted; only registration day, Saturday, Sep-
tember 19 
Thanksgiving recess 
Christmas recess 
Christmas recess 
Saturday classes resume 
Final exam inations 
SECOND SEMESTER 
R egistration for all on-campus classes (Satur-
d ay and Tuesday) ; 8: 45 A.M. - 1: 00 P.M. 
NO REGISTRATION AFTER THIS DAY 
First Tuesday class sessions; no registrations 
accepted 
First Saturday class sessions; no registrations 
accepted; only registration day, Saturday, Feb-
ruary 6 
Easter recess 
Easter recess 
Saturday classes resume 
Final Examinations 
SUNDAY, JUNE 12 111 Commencement 
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ON-CAMPUS CLASSES 
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 
,VOTE: On-campus registration is limited to ONE DAY each semester; 
Saturday, September 19, and Saturday, February 6, only. 
FIRST SEMESTER 
Saturday, September 19 8: 45 A.M. - 1: 00 P.M. Registration day. 
Registration for all on-campus Extension classes (Tuesday and 
Saturday)• 
8:+5 A.M. GRADUATE DIVISION 
( J) Students who have registered in Graduate courses previously, or 
have filed the Application for Admission blank, to begin work this 
semester, secure instruction sheet at the College Gymnasium and 
follow directions as indicated. 
(2) Students who have not filed Application for Admission blank 
report to Graduate Division office, Room Adm. 113, and complete 
this application form be/ ore going to the Gymnasium to register. 
8:45 A.M. UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
Report to Assembly in R oom Adm. 200 be/ore going to the Gymnasium 
to register. This Assembly is important as enrollment in undergraduate 
classes is checked at this time. Absence from this Assembly may help 
to cause discontinuance of the class which you want or need if 
enrollment seems insufficient to warrant offering the course. 
After Assembly, secure instruction sheet at College Gymnasium and 
follow registration instructions ~s indicated. 
1:00 P.M. REGISTRATION CLOSES 
Students must be registered and fees paid before leaving the College 
Gymnasium Saturday, September 19. There will be no later regis-
tration period. 
Tuesday, September 22, and Saturday, September 26, all on-campus 
classes will meet in their first regular sessions as scheduled. No regis-
trations will be received. 
SECOND SEMESTER 
laturday, February 6 8: 45 A.M. - 1 : 00 P.M. Registration day. 
Registration for all on-campus Extension classes (Tuesday and 
Saturday). No registration after Saturday, February 6. 
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8:45 A.M. - 1 :00 P.M. 
GRADUATE and UNDER GRADUATE students please follow instruc. 
Lions and schedule of registration as listed above for FIRST semester. 
Students must be registered and fees paid b~fore leaving the College 
Gymnasium Saturday, February 6. There will be no later registra-
tion period. 
Tuesday, February 9 and Saturday, February 13, all on-campus classes 
will meet in their first regular sessions as scheduled. No registrations 
will be received. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. Admission to this College and to all other colleges of the State 
University of New York is based on the academic qualifications 
of the respective applicants, and is made without regard Lo the 
race, color, creed, or national origin of individuals. 
2. Extension classes are open to anyone qualified for teaching and 
to persons seeking certification in the State of New York. 
3. Credit granted for the completion of any course in Extension which 
is to be applied toward the Bachelor of Science or the Master of 
Science degree, is subject to the approval of the Director of tlic 
Division concerned. 
4. Extension credit is transferable to other academic institutions 
in accordance with the regulations of the individual college or 
university receiving the credit. 
5. Off-campus extension classes will ·be organized in convenient centers 
when requests received indicate sufficient interest to warrant estab-
lishing them. T eacher groups interested in the formation of off. 
campus courses should contact the Director of Extension as far 
in advance as possible. A minimum registration of eighteen fee 
paying students will be required for the organization of such off. 
campus classes. 
6. The right is reserved to make, without notice, any necessary 
changes in the course offerings listed in this bulletin. 
7. General questions relating to the Extension program of this College 
should be sent to Dr. Robert E. Albright, Director of Graduate 
and Extension Education, State University College for Teachers. 
Buffalo 22, New York. 
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SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
I. Formal admission to the College is required of any Extension stu-
dent who wishes lo become a candidate for the Bachelor of Science 
degree. Application for Admission blanks, as well as an evaluation 
of the student's record must be secured from the Director of Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education. This evaluation is necessary 
before undergraduate courses can be credited toward the Bachelor's 
degree and it becomes a planned schedule for the remainder of 
the student's degree program. 
1. Graduates of a two or three year elementary education curriculum 
in another coll ege shou ld note that ofI-campus courses ofiered by 
this college arc not acceptable toward residence req uiremenls for 
the Bachelor's degree from this College. 
A minimum of twenty-four semester hours must be earned on 
campus in Summer Session, Extension program, or regular College 
session. Any student wishing to attend the regular College session 
in order to meet residence requirements must app ly to the Director 
of Elementary and Secondary Education Division for admission to 
the College with advanced credit standing. 
l. Graduates of a two or three year elementary education curricu lum 
in this College must arrange to register for the last twelve hours 
of the fourth year campus in regu lar College Session, summer 
session or extension courses. 
1 Only students who have graduated from a two or three year ele-
men'.ary education curriculum may complete all of the remaining 
requirements for the Bachelor's degree through extension classes. 
i Students wishing to register for undergraduate courses to meet 
certification requirements may enroll in extension classes as Special 
Students. However, credit earned will not necessarily be accepted 
toward a degree program. After certification has been granted an 
el'aluation of all college credits must be made before status in the 
Bachelor of Science degree program can be estab lished. 
i A permit to register must be secured by a ll undergraduate students 
from the Director of Elementary and Secondary Education before 
registration in any extension or summer session courses. 
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STATF LINIVFR~ITY 
THE GRADUATE DIVISION 
EXTENSION SESSION 
1959 - 1960 
Graduate Curricula 
Graduate courses lead to the Master of Science degree with majors 
· A t Education Early Secondary Education, Elementary Education, 
in r ' . 1 Ch.Id 
Elementary Administration or Supervision, Ex~epliona i r:n Edu-
cation, Home Economics Education, Industrial Arts Education. 
Graduate Work Limited to Summer Session and 
Extension Classes 
At present no graduate work is offered duri~g the Regular Session. 
Graduate schedules will be planned so that requirements for the Master 
f S · e degree ma)' be completed by attendance at five Summer o cienc . • • E 
S · Tl · t"me may be shortened by regislrat10n m xtension ess10ns. 1is i 
Classes. 
Requirements for Admission to Graduate Division 
Applicants meeting the following requirements are eligible for 
admission to the Graduate Division: 
1. An acceptable academic and teaching re~ord. An applicant 
b bl t resent an undergraduate scholastic average of 2.3 or n1ust ea e op . 
h . h table teachino- record testified by a confidential state-ig er, an accep o . 
t f the admi. nistrator of the school wherein employed, and men rom . . 
d t . concer·ning academic and personal quahficat1ons recommen a 10ns . 
supplied by three persons in a position to make valid statements. 
2. One of the following: 
A. An approved Bachelor's Degree and el~gi?ili\Y lo_ leNa~h i;th: 
elementary school or in a field of speciahzal10n m cw or 
State. 
An approved Bachelor's Degree is o~e gra~te~ by a teachm 
college, liberal arts college, or uniYersity which is accred1te~ b] 
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Educatmn. 
• d. · cy or a State an appropriate regional accre ilmg agen , 
University. 
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B. An approved Bachelor's Degree and a desire to become certi-
fied lo leach in New York Stale under the requirements of the 
Bureau of Teacher Certification. 
c. An approved Bachelor's D egree and a teaching certificate from 
another stale. Completion of the Master's Degree requirements 
does nol guarantee New York State certification. Applicants 
interested in New York State certification should secure an 
evaluation of credit and a statement of prescribed work neces-
sary from the Bureau of Teacher Certification, State Education 
Department, Albany 1, New York. 
Procedure Before Registration 
I. Secure an Application for Admission blank from thf' Director 
of the Graduate Division. 
2. Return application, with all data required, before J11nC' ] , 
ior registration in the Summer Session; before September J, for 
re!!~tration in first semester E xtension ; and before January 1, for regis-
' :rat ion in the second semesLer Extension session. 
3. Furnish the Graduate Office with an official transcript from 
me college which granted the Bachelor's degree. (Not necessary for 
:raduates of this college.) 
4. Filing of the Application for Admission blank in the Graduate 
Office constitutes a permit to register for a student beginning graduate 
;tudy. 
Full graduate status, however, is dependent upon: ( a) com-
1letion of all credentials required for admission to the Graduate 
DivBion, and ( b ) approval of Lhe Director of the Graduate Division. 
.\ppointment of an Adviser 
1. An adviser cannot be appointed until full graduate status is 
'!anted. Full graduate status is dependent upon the completion of all 
:edentials required for admission to the Graduate Division. 
2. An adviser must be appointed as soon as 6 semester hours of 
:edit is earned. Therefore, the student should complete credentials 
~d secure full graduate status as soon as possible after application 
rnlmission to the Graduate Division is filed. 
13 
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Admission to Candidacy 
Filing an application for admission to candidacy for the Master's 
degree is the personal responsibility of each student after he has coin. 
plctcd a minimum of six hours. At the completion of twelve semester 
hours of graduate work he must apply for candidacy or file with the 
Director of the Graduate Division a statement that he does not intend 
to become a candidate for a degree. If subsequently he decides to fi le 
for candidacy, he must at that time have an evaluation made of all 
work completed for the purpose of formulating a program leading 
to the Master's degree. 
Admission to Candidacy Depends Upon: 
1. A cumulative average of B or better in courses presented for 
graduate credit. No work of D grade will be accepted. 
2. A recommendation from the adviser of the candidate, the 
Director of the Division, or ( in the case of Elementary Education 
students ) the Director of the Graduate Division. 
3. A comprehensive written examination may be required by the 
Graduate Council upon the recommendation of the student's adviser 
or Director of the Division in which application is made. 
.11ercquircmc11ts for rcsidcucc if it is offered on tlic r• · h' u va1upus, wit 111 
the city of Buffalo, at a College Camp, or at a branch established by 
the College. 
A. ~or ~raduat:s of ~his college a minimum of twenty hours 
in-residence is required out of the total thirty-two. 
B. For ~raduale_s of ~nother college a minimum of twenty-four 
credit h~urs in-residence is req uircd out of the total thirty-two. 
4. Complet~on of all course work within six years of registration 
in first c~ursc. Five summer sessions of six weeks each is regarded the 
um.al p~n~ of att:ndance. However, this time may be shortened by 
regis tration m Evcnrng and Saturday Extension Classes. 
A. Stud_ents holding full-time teaching positions are limited to a 
maximum of four credits per semester or ei'ght d · . . per aca em1c 
year m Extens10n classes No credit w1'11 be g· f k • 1ven or wor · 
taken beyond this maximum at this college or elsewhere. 
B. In Summer ~ession students arc permitted lo earn a maximum 
of two credits for a two-weeks program; three credits for a 
tl_1rce-wee~s program; six credits for a six-weeks program and 
eight credits for an eight-weeks program. 
!pecial Students 
. . I. Students not intending to apply for admission to candidac 
Reqmrements for Master of Science Degree rorthe Master's degree may be p 'tt cl · f . Y . . . . . , crm1 e to register or courses m the 
1. Completion of thirty-two semester hour program of graduate Graduate Division as special students with th cl t c1· h . . , e un ers an mg t at 
courses. ,red1ts earned will not necessarily count toward fulfillment f M , 
A limited amount of transfer credits can be accepted for courses :egree requirements. 0 asters 
taken at another college: 2. A special student deciding to t · I f h • • 1 ma ncu ate or t e Master's 
A. If they are evaluated as bemg equal m scope and content to .egree must request an evaluation of all graduate d't cl . , , . ere i s earne , com-
those offered by this college. :.ete credentials for full graduate status and foll f , . , ow a program o 
B. If they form a coherent part of the required program of study. :raduate .study planned by the Director of the Graduate Division to 
C. If they have been completed within seven years prior to regii- :retcurnculum, grade and time-limit requirements. 
tration at this college. ,3- Not more than twelve semester hours may be earned by a 
D. If they are of A or B grade. Credits earned at another college ;;:«:ial ·student unless a statement that he does not intend to become 
with grades of C or D are not accepted for transfer to this JCaflclidate_ f_o~· the MaSter's degree is filed with the Director of the 
11 ,raduate D1v1s1on co ege. · 
2. A cumulative average of B or better in all graduate cou , 4· An ~~~lication muSt ?e se~ured and filed in the office of the 
Not more than nine hours of C, and no work of D grade, will re ,rn<luate DivISion before regiS tration as a special student. 
accepted. luition Fees 
3. Completion of residence requirements. A course shall sat'- Graduate Division fees are $15.00 per credit hour. 
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GRADUATE CURRICULA 
ART EDUCATION 
COURSES IN TECHNICAL AND RELATED FIELDS·· · · · · · · · · · • • 20-23 SEM. HRs. 
Technical Courses: 
Art 501 Workshop in Art Education Materials, Proc-
Art 503 
Art 506 
Art 507 
Art 508 
esses and Procedures. • . • • · · · · · · · · · · · · • 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Workshop in Using the Visual Language. . . 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Seminar in Contemporary Art. • · · · · · · · · · • 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Graduate Studio in Drawing and Painting .. 2- 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Graduate Studio in D esign and Spatial Organ-
ization ...... • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2- 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 509 Graduate Studio in Crafts. • • · · · · · · · · · · · • • 2- 6 Srm. Hrs. 
Art 51 O Graduate Studio in Photography· · · · · · · · · • 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 512 Graduate Studio in Sculpture.••···•····•• 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 513 Graduate Studio in Graphic Arts• • • • • • • • • . 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 520 Art Camp ... . .. • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 526 Special Study ...... • • .. • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2- 4 Scm. Hrs. 
Graduate Courses in the Practical Arts• • • • • • · · · · • • • • 2- 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Courses in Related Fislds: 
Art 502 Art Education Today . ... • • · · • • · · · · · · · · · · 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 504 Seminar in Art in Human Affairs• • • • • • • • • • 2 Sem. Hrs. 
* Art 505 Seminar in Art Education .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 514 Workshop in Folk Arts• • • • • • • · • · · · · · · · · • 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 526 Special Study ....... • • .. • • • • • • ·. · · · · · · · · 2--4 Sem. Hrs. 
Graduate Courses in Psychology and Educat10n ...... 2-6 Sem. lfo. 
Research: 
**Ed. 575 Research Techniques . . ... . . •• • • • •••••• · • 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 550 Project . ......... • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 525 Master's Thesis ....... • • • • • • · • · · · · · · · · · · 6 Sem. Hrs. 
( Each candidate, after a conference with his a_dviser, may select one 
of the above requirements. Credit may be applied to the technical or 
related area, or may be divided between them depending upon the 
nature of the work done.) 
ELECTIVES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES ............... .' . ... : .. 9-12 SEM. HRS. 
Graduate courses in Music, English, Social Studies, Science, 
and Mathematics. By advisement. 
Total requirements: 32 semester houri. 
EARLY SECONDARY EDUCATION 
The College, responding to the growing demand for teachers_in 
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades, has developed a program wh'.ch 
enables the holder of a Bachelor's degree and an elementary teachmg 
certificate Lo extend the validity of such certificate Lo include Leaching 
intheearly secondary (junior high ) schools of New York Stale. 
The completion of two courses in one summer session ( one in 
Early Secondary School Education and one in the subject matter field 
of specialization ), will en Lille the elementary teacher Lo a provisional 
certificate to teach in the early secondary grades. This certification 
ll'ill be renewed from year to year by continued summer session and 
extension study, and teaching in the early secondary (junior high 
~hool) grades. The permanent form of early secondary certification 
will be granted upon the completion of thirty semester hours in this 
araduate program and evidence of satisfactory teaching experience at 
' the early secondary grade level. 
A teacher preparing for early secondary (junior high ) school 
reaching who wishes also to become a candidate for the Master of 
ience degree must complete thirty-two semester hours of graduate 
1,ork. Admission, candidacy, and Master's degree requirements will 
oe found under Graduate Program in this bulletin. 
Preparation for teaching in the early secondary grades is offered 
m four subject matter fields: English, Mathematics, Science, Social 
\tudies. 
THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH 
IN EARLY SECONDARY (JUNIOR HIGH) SCHOOL 
fl,REQUIS ITES .............................. . ........... 21 SEM. HRS. 
Written Composition ............................ . 
Speech ................. .... , ........... . ..... . 
Literature (English, American, Contemporary) ...... . 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
9 Sem. Hrs. 
!HE GRADUATE PROGRAM . ... . ........................ 30-32 SEM. HRs.* 
Required Courses: (by advisement) within the area of 
specialization: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 Sem. Hrs. 
3 hour course in English Literature to be chosen from: 
Eng. 504, 505, 509, 511A, 511B, 520, 521, 523. 
3 hour course in American Literature to be chosen from: 
Eng. 502,503,510,518, 51~ 522,521. 
3 hour course in general literature to be chosen from: 
Eng. 506, 507, 508, 512, 515, 519, 527. 
* R · d f Master's degree in Art Education. • 30 semester hours for· certificat1"0n ,· 32 semester hotrrs for tl1e Master's equrre or · · · · Graduate Division Office. ** Reserve place three months before reg1strat10n: me. 
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3 hour course in lan guage to be chosen from : Eng. 500, 
526. 
Elective Courses: (by advisement) within the area of 
· 1· t 'o or other academi c fields:••• .. ,••,• .9- 10 Sem. Hrs. spec1a 1za I n 
Professional Courses :•,• • ········ ··· ·· ·· ·· · ··· · ·· 8- 11 Sem. Hrs. 
R · d rses· Ed 532 · (by advisement) Ed. 529, equ1re cou . . , 
El;;t~~e courses: Ed. 506, 519, 523, 533, 537, 538, 
541,542. 
I R U·red of all students who are candidates for the Master's Researc i: eq 1 • . 
( 2-5 Sem. Hrs.) . Each candidate, after conference with his degree, . . . 
d · lect one of the followmg reqmrements m research: a v1ser, may se . 
*Ed. 575 Research Methods and T echniques . . ... ,, .2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed . 550 Project .. , . , • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 525 Master's Thesis ...... ••·•• · ······ ······· 5 Sem. Hrs. 
THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS 
IN EARLY SECONDARY (JUNIOR HIGH) SCHOOL 
PREREQUISITES • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '• ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 Sui. HRs. 
ester hours of undergraduate mathematics (chosen Twelve or more sem 
by advisement) from the following: 
General Mathematics, College Algebra, Plane Trigonometry, Plane 
Analytic Geometry, Differential Calculus, Integral Calculus. 
P ......... 30- 32 SEM. HRs.** THE GRADUATE ROGRAM. • • • • • • · • • · .' ''' '.' 
. d . within the area of specialization, 
Require courses· 12 Sem. Hrs. 
Math. 503, 504, 505, 506 ..................... . 
Elective Courses: (by advisement) in the area of spe-
d · fi Id . 9-10 Sem. Hrs. cialization or other aca emic e · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
. . . . 8-11 Sem. Hrs. Professional Courses:•················:······) Ed 
. C . Ed 532. (by advisement · • R equired ourses. · , 
529, 536. 
Elective Courses: Ed. 506, 519, 523, 533, 537, 538, 
541,542, I 
R . d f 11 students who are candidates for the Masters 
Research: eqSmre Ho a) Each candidate after conference with his 
degree ( 2-5 em. rs. · ' . • h· 
, 1 f the following requirements m researc . adviser, may se ect one o 
R ch Methods and Techniques ........ 2-3 Sem. Hrs. *Ed. 575 esear 4 Sem. Hri. 
Ed. 550 Project · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 5 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 525 Master's Thesis. • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
THE TEACHI NG OF SCIENCE 
IN EARLY SECONDARY (JUNIOR HIGH ) SCHOOL 
]'!lEREQUISITES • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. .. .•..••• • .•..... 24 SEM. HRS, 
Earth Science. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
THE GRADUATE PROGRAM • •••.•..•.•..•..••..•.•• •. ••. 30-32 SEM. HR s. * 
R equired Co urses within the area of specialization 
Sci . 501, 518 .. . ... . ... .... ..... . .......... ... . 3-6 Sem. Hrs. 
Elective Courses (by advisemen t ) to be chosen from : 
Sci. 502, 503, 504, 505, 523, 527, 528 . .. .... . . . .. 6-9 Sem. Hrs. 
Elective Courses: (by advisement) within the area of 
specialization or other academic fields: .......... 9-10 Sem. Hrs. 
Professional Courses: .......... ... ... .... . . . .. ... 8-1 1 Sem. Hrs. 
Required Courses: Ed . 532; (by advisement ) Ed. 
529, 536, Sci. 510. 
Elective Courses: Ed. 506, 519, 523, 533, 537, 538, 
541, 542 . 
R esearch : R equired of all students who are candida tes for the Master's 
degree, ( 2-5 Sem. Hrs.). Each candidate, after conference with his 
adviser, may select one of the following requirements in research: 
**Ed. 575 R esearch M ethods and T echniques .. . . .. . 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 550 Proj ect . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed . 525 M aster's Thesis...... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Sem. Hrs. 
THE TEACHING OF SOCIAL STUDIES 
IN EARLY SECONDARY (JUNIOR HIGH ) SCHOOL 
i'REREQUIS ITES ••••.••.•..• . ..• •• ..•.•... . . •.•••.••.••.•. 21 S EM. HRS. 
American History . ... . ... . ............. . ... .... . 
European History . ... . .... ...... .... .. .... . . . .. . 
Geography ............ .... ............. .. . .... . 
Political Science } Minimum of 2 hrs. 
!;~i:~::s .e~~~-i~. -~ e-1~~-....... ........ . . 
(Substitution may be made for individual requirements 
deficiency is corrected on the graduate level. ) 
6 Sem. Hrs . 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
provided the 
!HE GRADUATE PROGRAM •••••••.•••••••••••• ••••• •••• 30-32 SEM. HRS.* 
Required Courses: (by advisement) within the area of 
specialization: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 Sem. Hrs. 
· · Of!i • 30 semester hours for certification; 32 semester hours for the Master's h b f e istration · Graduate Divmon ce. 1 * R eserve place three mont s 'fie o~e r_ g32 semes.ter hours for the Master's igree. 
** 30 semester hours for cert1 cation , 0 Reserve place three months before registration: Graduate Division Office. 
degree. 
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a In related fields: . . 
· Political Science such as: S.S. 503, 5191 Minimum of 2 hours 
· h as . S S 505 each in 2 fields. E conomics sue · · · 
S · 1 uch as· S S 506, 521 • • · · · • 6 Sem. Hrs. QC!O ogy S · · · . 
. • t has been m et by electives on the undergraduate 
(If this requiremen . d ' d 1 · 
d ubstitute Social Stu 1es gra uate e ectives.) level the stu ent may s 
· · 1 of 3 areas . .. . , , • • • • · • • • · · • 6 Sem. Hrs. b Concentrat10n 111 • 
· . d New York State Studies such as: Commumty an 
s s 506 507 509,510,519. 
Am~rican 'studies such as: S.S. 500, 502, 504, 
512 513, 515, 521. 
World Studies such as: S .S. 501A, 501B, 508, 
511,516,518; Geog. 500,501. 
. C . (by advisement) within the area of 
Elective ourses. 9 10 S • r t' on or other academic fields. • . • • • • • • • • • • · - em. Hrs. 
specia iza 1 . ... . ..... 8- 11 Sem. Hrs. 
Professional Courses : ... ....... .... :... d 29 
Required courses : Ed. 532, (by advisement) E . 5 ' 
536 S.S . 520. 
. ' . Ed 506 519 523 533, 537, 538, 
Elective courses. • , ' ' 
541, 542. 
· d f 11 tudents who are candidates for the Master', R ch. Require o a s . 
esear · H ) Each candidate, after conference with hii 
degree ( 2-5 Sem. rs. . . . h 
. ' f the following reqmrements 111 researc : 
adviser, may select one o . 2 3 S Hrs 
h M th ds and Techmques. • • • · · · · - em. · 
*Ed. 5 7 5 Researc e 0 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 550 Project • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Ed. 525 Master's Thesis . ...... . ... .... ......... . 5 Sem. Hrs. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
. 1 . S ptember 1 1959. Students registered 
ff • for students matncu atmg e ' . ( E ect1ve b 1 1959 follow former curriculum) 
before Septem er , 9 S H , , . EM. RS. 
R UIRED PROFESSIONAL COURSES ................ : . . . . . H 
EQ . . Elementary Educat10n. . . . . . 3 Sem. rs. 
El. Ed. 501 Semmar 111 • 6 Sem. Hrs. 
El Ed Electives (by advisement ) ..... . . ... ..... . 
. . AND SCIENCES .... . ........ ... . 12 SEM. HRS. 
REQUIRED CO URSES IN ARTS . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
English and/ or Social Studies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Academic Electives ...... .. .................... ·3- 6 SEM HRs 
........ . ......... . ... ... .. .. 
RESEARCH .. .. . . -~- .... ~-Methods and Techniques....... . 3 Sem. Hrs. 
*Ed. 5 7 5 esearc 4 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 550 Project · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 6 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 525 Thesis · · · · · · ·f · · · · · · ~i~h ·hi~· · may select one 
(Each candidate, after a con erence ' 
of the above requirements. ) 8 SEM HRS . . . . . . . . . . . . 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES.······_-·· d. · · ·c~~~~es permitted including re· 
M ·mum of 16 hours 111 e uca i 
se:~h, project, or thesis. Total requirements: 32 semester hours. 
· t' Graduate Division 
1 three months in advance of reg1stra ion: * Reserve p ace 
Office. 
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ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALSHIP AND/OR SUPERVISION 
Experienced teachers desiring the elementary school principal's 
rovisional certificate should complete the bachelor's degree and six 
;emester hours in El. Ed. 503 and 504. Candidates for the permanent 
certificate must complete the bachelor's degree and thirty hours in 
approved graduate courses including, in addition to El. Ed. 503 and 
j04, two to four hours in El. Ed. 507 and 520. 
Experienced teachers desiring the elementary school supervisor's 
provisional certificate should complete the bachelor's degree and s~x 
semester hours in El. Ed. 530 and 531. Candidates for the permanent 
certificate must complete an additional twenty-four semester hours in 
approved graduate courses, six of which should be in the area of ele-
mentary school supervision, in courses such as EI. Ed. 521 and 551. 
REQUIRED PROFESSIO NAL COURSES . . . . .. . ......... ... ...... 12 SEM. HRS. 
El. Ed. 500 W orkshop in E lementary Education.... 6 Scm. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 503 Organization of the Elementary School. . 3 Sem. Hrs . 
El. Ed. 504 Administration of the E lementary School 3 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 530 
El. Ed. 531 
or 
Principles of Supervision .... . ... .. ... . 
Supervision of Teaching .. . .... . ..... . 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
RtQcIRED CouRSES IN ARTS AND ScrENCES .. .............. 8- 10 SEM HRs. 
English and/or Social Studies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Academic Electives .. .. . . . ........ ... . . .. .. . ..... 2-4 Sem. Hrs. 
RESEARCH .................... . .. . ......... . .... .. ... . 2-6 SEM. HRS. 
*Ed. 575 R esearch M ethods and Techniques .. . ..... 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 550 Research Project.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 525 Master's Thesis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
(Each candidate, after conference with his adviser, may select one 
of the above requi remen ts.) 
INRESTRICTED ELECTIVES , . , .. , ........ . ..... , .... , .. .. . 4-10 SEM. HRS . 
T otal re quirements : 32 semester hours. 
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN EDUCATION 
EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH MENTAL R ETARDATJON 
REQUIRED COURSES IN THE FIELD OF SPECIALIZATION .. , .... . ... 12 SEM. HRS. 
By advisement, from the following: 
Ex. Ed. 520 Speech Correction for Elementary Sch ool 
Teachers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Ex. Ed . 527 Guidance of Children who are Excep-
tional .. .. .... . ......... .. .... .. . 
Ex. Ed. 535 Mental M easurement ...... . ........ . 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
• Reserve place three months in advance of registration: Graduate Division 
lffice. 
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Ex. Ed. 538 Understanding the Problem Child m 
the Classroom .... •••············· 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Ex. Ed. 551 Practicum in Education of Children 
with Mental R e tard a tion.•• •• •• •• · • 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Ex. Ed. 561 Occupational Education for Children 
with M ental R e tarda tion. • • • • • • • • • • 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Ex. Ed. 571 Occupational Skills for Children with 
Mental Retardation .. • • • • • · · · · · · · · 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Ex. Ed. 591 Nature and Needs of Children who Pre-
sen t Exceptional Problems of Learning 2 Sem. Hrs. 
C ARTS AND Sc1ENcr::s ..... • • • • • • • • • • • • .12 SEM. HRs. REQUIRED OURSES IN · . 
English and/or Social Studies .... • • · • • • · · · · · · · · · · · 6 Sem. Hrs. 
A d · Elcct1'ves . . . • • • • · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 6 Sem. Hrs. ca em1c · · · · · · · 
..... ...... .... . . 2- 6 SEM. HRS. 
RESEARCH ·*·~~-· ·5·7·5· · ·;nd Techniques ..... 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 550 R esearch Project. . • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · 4 Sem. Hrs. 
El Ed 525 Master's Thesis .......... • • • • • •: • • · • 6 Sem. Hrs. 
· · d"d fter conference with his adviser, may select one (Each can I ate, a 
of the above requirements.) 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES· · · · · · · · ' · ' . . . ' . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . 5-9 SEM. HRS. 
CHILDREN WITH ORTHOPEDIC HANDICAP EDUCATION OF 
FELD OF SPECIALIZATION .......... 12 SEM HRS. REQUIRED COURSES IN THE 1 
B advisement, from the following: . . 
y Ex. Ed. 502 Workshop in the Educat1~n of Children 
with Orthopedic Handicap ....... _.. 6 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Seminar in Education of Children with Ex. Ed. 51 2 s H 
Orthopedic Handicap ... • • • • • • • • · · · em. rs. 
520 Speech Correction for Elementary School 
Ex. Ed. 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Teachers .. • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
27 Guidance of Children who are Excep-
Ex. Ed. 5 2 Sem. Hrs. 
tional ..... • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
38 Understanding the Problem Child in the Ex. Ed . 5 
Classroom .. • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Ex. Ed. 591 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
Nature and Needs of Children who P_re-
sent Exceptional Problems of Learning 2 Sem. Hrs. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 SEM. HRS. REQUIRED CouRsEs IN ARTS AND Scrn_ NCES H 
S d 6 Sem. rs. English and/or Social tu 1es · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · H 
Academic Electives • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 6 Sem. rs. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-6 SEM. ~s. 
RESEARCH ·;~~-- ·5·7·5·. Research Methods and Techniques ..... 2-3 Sem. rs. 
. 4 Sem. Hrs. El. Ed. 550 Research ProJect • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
f · f Graduate Division * R eserve place three months in advance o reg1stra wn: 
Office. 
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El. Ed. 525 Master's Thesis...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
(Each candidate, after conference with his adviser, may select one 
of the above requirements.) 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES. , , . . , .......................... 5- 9 SEM. HRS. 
EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH SPEECH AND HEARING IMPAIRMENT 
}'REREQUISITES ........ ... .............................. 16 SEM. I-fas. 
Science of Speech and H earing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Phonetics ....... . ....... .. ... .. ....... . . . ..... 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
Speech Pathology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Speech Correction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Introduction to Audiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Sem. Hrs. 
(Substitution may be made for individual requirements provided the 
deficiency is corrected on the graduate level.) 
THE GRADUATE PROGRAM . .. .. . ... ..... . . ..... . ...... . ... . 32 SEM. HRS . 
REQUIRED COURSES IN THE FIELD OF SPECIALIZATION ...... ... 12 SEM. HRS . 
By advisement from the following: 
Ex. Ed. 556 Advanced Seminar in Voice and Articu-
lation Disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Sem . Hrs. 
Ex. Ed. 557 Audiometry and Hearing Aids ... .... . 3 Sem . Hrs. 
Ex. Ed. 558 N europathologies of Speech ... . . .. .... 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Ex. Ed. 559 Seminar in Stuttering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Sem . Hrs. 
Ex. Ed. 543 Speech R eading and Auditory Training 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Ex. Ed. 560 Advanced Clinic in Speech-Hearing Dis-
orders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Sem. Hrs . 
Ex. Ed. 591 Nature and Needs of Children Who Pre-
sent Exceptional Problems of Learning 2 Scm. Hrs. 
REQUIRED CouRSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES ................ 9- 12 SEM. HRs. 
English and/or Social Studies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Academic Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
RESEARCH . .... . .... ............... ... ............. . .. 2-6 SEM. HR S. 
*Ed. 575 R esearch Methods and Techniques ..... 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 550 Research Project. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Sem. Hrs. 
EL Ed. 525 Master's Thesis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
(Each candidate, after conference with his adviser, may select ol'le 
of the above requirements.) 
CNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES ...... ....... . ....... ... ....... 5-9 SEM. HR S . 
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
COURSES IN TECHNICAL AND RELATED FIELDS ...... .... .. .. 20-23 SEM. HRS . 
Technical Courses: 
Family Life (including Home Management, etc.) ... . . 2-6 Sem. Hrs. 
Foods and Nutrition and/or Clothing and Textiles .... 2-6 Sem. Hrs. 
* Reserve place three months in advance of registration: Graduate Division 
Office. 
23 
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Courses in Related Fields: . 
Seminar in Home Economics Ed. (required) • • • • • . . . 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Workshop in Home Economics Ed. or• • • • · · · · · · · · • · • 3- 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Electives (by advisement ) .• • ••····· ···· · · ········ -2-6 Sem. Hrs. 
Research: 
*Ed. 575 Research Techniques .•• ••• ·········· 2 Sem. Hrs. 
H. Ee. 550 Project ..... • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 4 Sem. Hrs. 
H. Ee. 525 Thesis . . • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : · · · · 6 Sem. Hrs. 
(Each candidate, after conference with her adv1~cr, may select one 
of the above requirements. Credit may be applied to_ technical or 
I d O may be divided between them depending upon the re ate area r 
nature of the work done.) 
C ARTS AND ScIENCES. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · 9- 12 Sn1. HRs. REQUIRED OURSES IN 
· I S d" ......... • • • . • • • • . 2 Sem. Hrs Socia tu 1es .. • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Science and/ or Art .. • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2- 4 Scm. Hrs. 
Unrestricted Elective .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · _- · · · · · · · · · · 4- 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Total requirements: 32 semester hours. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
T ND RELATED FIELDS .............. 20-23 SEM. HRS, COURSES IN ECHNICAL A1 
Technical Courses:•• · ············ · · · ··· . . .......... . 12 Sem. Hrs, 
S · 1· t· · Shop Laboratory .. . ... . .. • • • • • • • • 2-4 Sem. Hrs. pecia 1za 10n m . 2 4 S H 
k h · I dustrial Arts Educat10n. • • • • • · · · · · · · - em. rs. Wor s op m n . 
· · I d stri·al Arts Educat10n .... .. • • • • • • • • • 2-6 Sem. Hrs. Semmar m n u 
Field Studies in Industrial Areas . ..... .. .. . •••••••• 2-6 Sem. Hrs. 
· R l t d p 1·e1ds· ... ...... ... . . . . .. ... 10 Sem. Hrs. Courses in e a e · · · · · · · · 
W k h · I dustrial Art Education . .... . .. • . • • • • 2-4 Sem. Hrs. or s op m n . • 2 s H 
L b P oblems and Legislation . .... • . -4 em. rs. Contemporary a or r . 
· I A t. · f e for the Handicapped . ... .... 2-6 Sem. Hrs. Occupationa c 1v1 I s 2 6 S H 
Electives (by advisement) • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - em. rs, 
Research: 
*Ed. 575 
I.A. 550 
I.A. 525 
Research Techniques ... • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
Project . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Thesis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sem. Hrs, 
d .d fter conference with his adviser, may select one ( Each can I ate, a . h · 1 
· ts Credit may be applied to tee mca or of the above requ1remen • . 
d d . ·d d between them depending upon the nature related fie! s or 1v1 e 
of the work done.) 
C SES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES ...... . ... ... .. . . 9-12 SEM. HRS. 
REQUIRED OUR 2-4 Sem. Hrs. 
English .. . .. . . ... ... . : .... ... . . .. . . . ... ... ..... 3-6 Sem. Hr1. 
Mathematics and/or Science. • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
. . .......... 2 --4 Sem. Hrs. 
Social Studies .. . • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
. d I . . ....•..... 3-6 Sem. Hr1. Unrestncte E ectives .. • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Total requirements: 32 semester hours. 
I th onths in advance of registration: Graduate Division * Reserve p ace ree m 
Office. 
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INTENSIVE TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM 
ELEMENTARY TEACHING CERTIFICATION FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES 
To help relieve the shortage of elementary teachers the College 
offers an Intensive Teacher Training Program through which four-
·ear graduates from accredited colleges and universities with little or 
~o teacher training preparation may prepare for teaching in the ele-
mentary school. Completion of The Elementary Education Workshop 
in one Summer Session will entitle the college graduate to a provisional 
elementary certificate which will be valid so lo?g as_ the study_ pro~ram 
continued. Attendance at two summer sess10ns 111 success10n rs re-
quired. Remainder of credits may be completed in either Extension 
01 Summer Session classes. To complete the requirements for the 
permanent f?rm of elementary certification 30 semes~er hours. of 
study is required ~s well as two years of successful full time teachmg 
experience m pubhc elementary schools. 
Students in the Intensive Teacher Training Program may earn 
the Master of Science degree by following regulations for admission 
to candidacy and meeting all requirements of the Master's degree 
curriculum in Elementary Education as outlined in this Catalog. 
All college graduates interested in this program for certification 
in elementary school teaching, should secure application blanks and 
complete instructions for registration as soon as possible. 
Intermediate Grade Group 
El. Ed. 500A Workshop in Elementary Education 
( Summer Session only) . . . . . . . . . . . 8 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed . 510 Seminar in Elementary School Prob-
lems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Sem. Hrs. 
(Emphasis on Science, Mathematics 
and Language Arts) 
El. Ed. 51 1 Music and Art in the Elementary 
School ........................ . 3 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed . 512 Seminar in Child Development (Sum-
mer Session only) .............. . 6 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 516 Methods and Materials in the Elemen-
tary School .... ...... .......... . 3 Sero. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 50 I Seminar in Elementary Education .. . 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Electives ............... . ...... . . 4 Sem. Hrs. 
30 Sem. Hrs.** 
*El. Ed . 575 Research Methods and Techniques 
( for Master's Degree Candidates) 2 Sem. Hrs. 
32 Sem. Hrs.** 
* Reserve place three months in advance of registration: Graduate Division 
Office. 
'* 30 semester hours for certification: 32 semester hours for th e Master's 
legree. 
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Kindergarten-Primary Group 
El. Ed. 500A Workshop in Elementary Education 
El. Ed. 515 
El. Ed. 522 
El. Ed. 510 
El. Ed. 511 
El. Ed. 512 
*El. Ed. 575 
( Summer Session only) .... .... . . . 
Seminar in Early Childhood Education 
Psychology of the Pre-School Child 
Seminar in Elementary School Prob-
lems ........... . ... • • • • • • • • • •. 
(Emphasis on Science, Mathematics 
and Language Arts) 
Music and Art in the Elementary 
School ..... . . • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Seminar in Child Development (Sum-
mer Session only) ........ . ...... . 
Elect ives ......... • . • • ........ . 
Research Methods and Techniques 
(for Master's Degree Candidates) 
8 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Scm. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
4 Sem. Hrs. 
30 Sem. Hrs.** 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
32 Sem. Hrs.** 
* Reserve place three months in advance of registration: Graduate Division 
Office. 
** 30 semester hours for certification; 32 semester hours for the Master's 
degree. 
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EXTENSION DIVISION SCHEDULE 
(Saturday - Tuesday) 
GRADUATE DIVISION CLASSES 
1959 - 1960 
First Semester 
.1ri:RDAY MORNING: 9:00 A.M.-11: 30 A.M. (3 hours credit) 
Art 509x Graduate Studio in Crafts Mr. Cataldo 
Art 513x Graduate Studio in Graphic Arts 
Art 515x Graduate Studio in Community and Home Planning 
El. Ed. 50lx 
El. Ed. 504x 
El. Ed. 520x 
Seminar in Elementary Education 
Administration of the Elementary School 
Workshop in Elementary Administration 
Ed. 537x Evaluation in the Early Secondary School 
Dr. Tetkowski 
Dr. Crayton 
Dr. Kopp 
and Supervision 
Dr. Milanovich 
Dr. Sherrie 
SirURDAY MORNING: 9:00 A. M. - 10:40 A. M. (2 hours credit) 
Art 509x Graduate Studio in Crafts Mr. Cataldo 
Art 513x Graduate Studio in Graphic Arts 
Ed. 533x Workshop in Audio Visual Education 
El. Ed. 575x R esearch Methods and T echniques 
Eng. 502x Studies in American Literature 
Ex. Ed. 535x Mental Measurement 
I.A. 50lx Seminar in Industrial Arts 
I.A. 513Ax Workshop in Ceramics 
I.A. 523x Industrial Arts in the Elementary School 
Sci 500x Science in the Elementary Curriculum 
Sci. 53lx Geology of New York State 
S.S. 503x History of Political Theory 
S.S. 506x Minority Groups in American Culture 
Dr. Penn 
Dr. Fried 
Dr. Neuthardt 
Mr. Steinzor 
Dr. Russell 
Dr. Lampkin 
Dr. Tesmer 
Dr. Mason 
Dr. Hollister 
&11URDAY MORNING: 10:50 A. M. - 12:30 P. M. (2 hours credit) 
El. Ed. 575x Research Methods and Techniques Dr. Quaal 
Eng. 5 I !Bx Studies in the Prose of the Victorian Period Dr. McRae 
Eng. 527x Early Secondary School Literature Dr. Sherwin 
Ex. Ed. 57lx Occupational Skills for Children with Mental Retardation 
H. Ee. 507x Evaluation in Home Economics Education 
I.A. 514x Techniques and Devices for Shop Laboratory 
I.A. 515x Transportation Laboratory 
I.A. 517x Electronics 
I.A. 524x Evaluation in Industrial Arts 
Sci. 50lx Field Studies in Science I 
S.S. 500x Studies in Twentieth Century American H istory 
D r. Waagen 
Dr. Cawley 
D r. Steff en 
D r. Cook 
D r. Peters 
Dr. Eckert 
D r. R. Brown 
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TUESDAY AFTERNOON: 4:20 P. M. - 6 :00 P. M. (2 hours credit) 
Ex. Ed. 538x Understanding the Problem Child in the Classroom 
Mr. Hallo1titz 
TUESDAY EVENING: 6:30 P.M.-8:10 P. M . (2 hours credit) 
Ex. Ed. 543x Speech Reading 
El. Ed. 575x Research Methods and Techniques Dr. Martorana 
T UESDAY EVENING: 6:30 P.M. -9 :00 P.M. (3 hours credit) 
Art 51 lx Art in the Elementary Curriculum Mrs. Heyman 
Dr. Wells Ed. 506x Philosophy of Education 
El. Ed. 51 Ox Seminar in Elementary School Problems 
(I.T.T.P. Students only) 
El. Ed. 546x The Teaching of Reading 
Eng. 515x Philosophic Aspects of Literature 
Eng. 522x Studies in Modern American Poetry 
Math. 507x Foundations of Mathematics 
S.S. 511 x Problems of Contemporary England 
S.S. 515x Studies in American Colonial History 
Second Semester 
Miss Concannon 
Dr. Lange 
Dr. Bradford 
Dr. Drew 
Dr. Montgomery 
Dr. Robison 
Dr. Rotsser 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9:00 A. M. -11:30 A. M. (3 hours credit) 
Art 507x Graduate Studio in Drawing and Painting 
Art 512x Graduate Studio in Sculpture 
Ed. 529x Adolescent Psychology 
El. Ed. 530x Principles of Supervision 
Mr. Wise 
Mr. Bolinsky 
Dr. Carroll 
Mr. Hedden 
El. Ed. 55 lx Problems in Elementary School Supervision 
Dr. Milan ovich 
( Open only to students holding provisional certi-
fication in Administration or Supervision. Credit 
will apply toward permanent form certificate in 
Supervision) 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9:00 A. M. - 10:40 A. M. (2 hours credit) 
Art 507x Graduate Studio in Drawing and Painting Mr. Wise 
Art 512x Graduate Studio in Sculpture Mr. Bolinsky 
El. Ed. 516x Methods and Materials in the Elementary School 
El. Ed. 575x Research Methods and Techniques Dr. Penn 
Eng. 514x Children's Literature Mrs. Ganey 
Eng. 520x Shakespearean Tragedy Dr. Gragg 
I.A. 502x Field Studies Related to Industrial Arts Education 
I.A. 509x History of Industrial Arts Education Dr. Russell 
I.A. 513Bx Workshop in Ceramics Mr. Steinzor 
I.A. 519x New Methods and Techniques in Woodworking Dr. Callan 
Math. 500x Mathematics in the Elementary Curriculum 
Sci. 518x Human Biology Miss Duprt 
S.S. 518x Contemporary European Political Movements Dr. E. Broun 
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5,1ruRDAY MORNING: 10: 50 A. M. -12:30 P. M. (2 hours credit) 
El. Ed. 517x Teaching the Language Arts in the Elementary School 
Dr. Eddins 
EL Ed. 575x Research Methods and Techniques 
Eng. 526x The English Language 
Geog. 502x Map Interpretation for Teachers 
}I.Ee. 504x Problems in Foods and Nutrition 
I.A. 528x Industrial Arts Curriculum 
[.A. 507x School Shop Planning 
I.A. 530x New Techniques in Graphic Arts 
Dr. Barnett 
Dr. Klomp 
Dr. Whittemore 
Miss Buddenhagen 
I.A. 521x New Methods and Techniques in Metalworking 
Sci. 503x Ecology 
Dr. Ball 
Mr. Bowers 
Dr. Fontana 
Dr. Urban 
Dr. H eidgerd 
Mr. Falk 
States 
Sci. 510x Teaching of Science in Secondary School 
S.S. 505x Studies in Contemporary Economic Problems 
S.S. 513x Social and Intellectual History of the United 
Dr. Weaver 
T,ESDAY AFTERNOON: 4:20 P.M.-6:00 P.M. (2 hours credit) 
Ex. Ed. 539x 
Ex. Ed. 556x 
Ex. Ed. 561x 
tardation 
The Gifted Child Dr. Wagner 
Advanced Seminar in Voice and Articulation Problems 
Occupational Education for Children with Mental Re-
TUESDAY EVENING: 6:30 P. M. - 8: 10 P. M. (2 hours credit) 
Research Methods and Techniques Dr. Quaal EL Ed. 575x 
Ex. Ed. 527x 
Ex. Ed. 591x 
Guidance of Children who are Exceptional 
Nature and Needs of Children who Present Exceptional 
Problems of Learning 
TUESDAY EVENING: 6:30 P. M. - 9:00 P. M. (3 hours credit) 
Art 508x Graduate Studio m Design and Spatial Organization 
Dr. Hubler 
Art 510x Graduate Studio in Photography Dr. Truesdale 
El. Ed. 511x Music and Art in the Elementary School Mr. Bailey and 
(I.T.T.P. Students only) Mr. Haberer 
El. Ed. 527x Problems in Educational Services for Young Children 
Eng. 507x 
Eng. 509x 
S.S. 520x 
Miss ] amison 
The Modern Novel Dr. Greenwood 
Studies in the Prose and Poetry of Milton Dr. Gronewald 
Workshop in Methods and Materials in Social Studies 
S.S. 52 Ix Contemporary Social Problems 
Dr. Sexton 
Dr. Hollister 
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PROPOSED GRADUATE DIVISION CLASSES 
1960 - 1961 
First Semester 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9:00 A.M. -11 :30 A.M. (3 hours credit) 
Art 508x Graduate Studio in Design and Spatial Organization 
Art 509x Graduate Studio in Crafts 
Art 513x Graduate Studio in Graphic Arts 
Dr. Bauer 
Dr. Winebrenner 
El. Ed. 50 Ix Seminar in Elementary Education Dr. Crayton 
El. Ed. 503x Organization of the Elementary School 
El. Ed. 505x Evaluation Techniques in the Elementary School 
Dr. Sherrie 
Ed. 542x Seminar in Early Secondary School Curriculum 
SATURDAY MORNING:. 9:00 A. M. -10:40 A. M. (2 hours credit) 
Art 508x Graduate Studio in Design and Spatial Organization Dr. Bauer 
Art 513x Graduate Studio in Graphic Arts 
Ed. 533x Workshop in Audio Visual Education 
El. Ed. 575x R esearch M ethods and Techniques 
Ex. Ed. 535x M ental Measurement 
Eng. 505x Studies in the Novel 
Eng. 518x Major American Poets 
I.A. 501x Seminar in Industrial Arts 
I.A. 509x History of Industrial Arts Education 
I.A. 513x Workshop in Ceramics 
Math. 500x Mathematics in the Elementary Curriculum 
Sci. 500x Science in the Elementary Curriculum 
Dr. Penn 
Dr. Gronewold 
Dr. Klomp 
Dr. Neuthardt 
Dr. Russell 
Mr. Steinzor 
Sci. 527x Current Research in Science 
S.S. 512x United States in Contemporary World Affairs Dr. Peterson 
and Dr. Albright 
S.S. 52 lx Contemporary Social Problems 
Dr. Weaver 
SATURDAY MORNING: 10 : 50 A. M. -12: 30 P. M. (2 hours credit) 
El. Ed. 575x R esearch Methods and Techniques Dr. Barnett 
Ex. Ed. 571x O ccupational Skills for Children with Mental Retardation 
Eng. 506x Studies in the Modern Drama Dr. Greenwood 
H.Ec. 512x Workshop in Household Equipment for Home Economics 
T eachers Miss Swayne 
I.A. 515x Transportation Laboratory 
I.A. 517 Ax Electronics Dr. Cook 
Dr. Steff en 
Dr. Peters 
I.A. 520x Design in Industrial Arts 
I.A. 524x Evaluation in Industrial Arts 
Sci. 502x Field Studies in Science II 
S.S. 504x History of the American Frontier 
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Dr. Robison 
TctsDAY AFT ERNOON: 4:20 P.M.-6: 00 P.M. (2 hours credit) 
Ex. Ed. 538x Understanding the Problem Child in the Classroom 
Mr . Ha/Lo witz 
Ex. Ed. 559x Seminar in Stuttering 
T,tsDAY EVENING: 6:30 P . M. - 8: 10 P. M. (2 hours credit) 
EL Eel. 575x Research Methods and Techniques Dr. Martoran a 
TctsDAY EVENING: 6:30 P. M. - 9:00 P. M . (3 hours credit) 
Art 505x Seminar in Art Education 
Eel. 506x Philosophy of Education 
EL Eel. 510x Seminar in Elementary School Problems 
Dr. Squeri 
Dr. Wells 
( I.T.T.P. Students only) Miss Concannon 
EL Ed. 546x The T eaching of Reading Mr. Edwards 
Eng. 520x Shakespearean Tragedy Dr. McRae 
Eng. 502x Studies in American Literature Dr. Drew 
S.S. 501Ax Studies in Twentieth Century European History: The German 
Problem 
S.S. 5 l 9x Case Studies in Local Government and Politics 
Dr. Mason 
Mr. Leh 
\l'ED~ESDAY AFTERNOON: 4:20 P. M. - 6:00 P. M . (2 hours credit) 
S.S. 5 l 4x Workshop in Human Relations Dr. Burrell 
Second Semester 
S.1rrno.w :\.IORNING: 9: 00 A. M. - 11 : 30 A.M. ( 3 hours credit) 
Art 507x Graduate Studio in Drawing and Painting Miss Case 
Mr. Bailey 
Mr. Hab erer 
Art 5!0x Graduate Studio in Photography 
Art 51 lx Art in the Elementary Curriculum 
EL Eel. 501x Seminar in Elementary Education 
EL Eel. 52 lx Elementary School Cu rriculum Dr. Milanovich 
Will apply toward permanent form certification in principalship or supervision ) 
EL Ed. 53lx Supervision of Teaching M r. H edden 
Ed. 532x Early Secondary School Education 
lm:RDAY MORNING: 9:00 A. M. -1 0:40 P. M. (2 hours credit ) 
Art 507x Graduate Studio in Drawing and Painting 
El. Ed. 575x R esearch Methods and Techniques 
Miss Case 
Dr. Penn 
Eng. 514x Children's Literature Mrs. Gane,• 
I.A. 502x Field Studies related to Industrial Arts Education 
I.A. 528x Industrial Arts Curriculum 
I.A. 519x New Methods and Techniques in Woodworking Dr. Callan 
Sci. 5!8x H uman Biology M iss Dupre 
S.S. 500x Studies in Twentieth Century American History Dr. R . Brown 
\m:RDAY MORNING : 10:50 A.M. - 12:30 P.M. (2 hours credit ) 
El. Ed. 517x Teaching the Language Arts in the Elementary School 
Dr. Lange 
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Research Methods and Techniques El. Ed. 575x 
Eng. 503x American Regional Literature 
Dr. Bradford 
Geog. 500x Geography of Eastern Asia 
Dr. Whittemore 
H.Ec. 506x Seminar in Home Management 
Miss Adams 
1.A. 507x School Shop Planning 
Dr. Ball 
I.A. 530x New Techniques in Graphic Arts 
Mr . Bowers 
I.A. 52lx New Methods and Techniques in Metalworking 
Dr. Fontana 
I.A . 526x Advanced Drafting, Problems and Techniques 
Dr. Steff en 
Math. 500x Mathematics in the Elementary Curriculum 
Sci. 503x Ecology 
Dr. Urban 
Sci. 528x Seminar in Science Education 
S.S. 505x Studies in Contemporary Economic 
Problems Dr. Boyd 
S.S. 506x Minority Groups in American Culture 
Dr. Hollister 
TUESDAY AFTERNOON: 4: 20 P. M. - 6: 00 P. M. (2 hours credit) 
Ex. Ed. 539x The Gifted Child Dr. Wagner 
Ex. Ed . 56lx Occupational Education for Children with Mental Re-
tardation 
T UESDAY EVENING: 6:30 P . M. - 8: 10 P. M. (2 hours credit) 
El. Ed. 575x 
Ex. Ed. 520x 
Ex. Ed. 556x 
Ex. Ed. 59lx 
Research Methods and Techniques 
Speech Correction for Elementary School Teachers 
Advanced Seminar in Voice and Articulation Problems 
Nature and Needs of Children who Present Exceptional 
Problems of Learning 
TUESDAY EVENING: 6:30 P. M . - 9:00 P. M. (3 hours credit) 
Art 506x Seminar in Art Education Mr. Green 
El. Ed. 51 lx Music and Art in the Elementary School Mr. P. Bailey 
(I.T.T.P. Students only) Mr. Haberer 
Ed. 527x Problems in Educational Services for Young Children 
Eng. 51 lAx Studies in the Poetry of the Victorian Period Dr. Gragg 
Eng. 524x Realism in American Literature Dr. Fried 
S.S. 509x Local History: Research Methods and Techniques 
Dr. Brunger 
S.S. 516x International Relations and the World Today Dr. E. Brown 
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON: 4:20 P. M. - 6 :00 P. M. (2 hours credit) 
S.S. 514Ax Advanced Workshop in Human Relations Dr. Burrell 
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS 
1959 - 1960 
( Additional classes will be organized if need arises) 
First Semester 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9:00 A. M. - 10 :40 A. M . 
Art 256x Art in Everyday Life 
Eng. 210x Children's Literature 
Sci. 306x Botany 
S.S. 304x American History to 1789 
SATURDAY MORNI!'.G: 10: 50 A. M. - 12: 30 P. M. 
El. Ed. 487x Teaching the Language Arts 
Eng. 205x General Literature 
Sci. 42 lx Human Anatomy and Physiology 
S.S. 343x Cultural Anthropology 
P. Ed. 30 Ix Physical Education 
SATURDAY MORNING: 
Second Semester 
9:00 A. M. - 10:40 A. M. 
Creative Arts Workshop 
Contemporary Literature 
( 2 hours credit) 
Miss Piquette 
Mr. Nadolinski 
Dr. Brunger 
( 2 hours credit) 
in the Elementary School 
Miss Norenberg 
Miss Dupre 
Dr. Weaver 
Miss Spaulding 
( 2 hours credit) 
Art 406x 
Eng. 402x 
Sci. 310x 
S.S. 426x 
Science in the Elementary Curriculum 
Contemporary Economic Problems 
Mr. Schuck 
Dr. Zingaro 
SATURDAY MORNING: 10:50 A. M. - 12:30 P. M. 
Public Discussion 
Health Protection 
Music for Children I 
( 2 hours credit) 
Mr. Trueblood Eng. 309x 
H.Ed. 402x 
Mus. 304x 
S.S. 408x Twentieth Century European Diplomacy 
PROPOSED UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS 
1960 - 1961 
(Additional classes will be organized if need arises) 
First Semester 
i\TURDAY MORNING: 9:00 A. M . - 10:40 A. M. ( 2 hours credit) 
Art 458x 
Eng. 405x 
S.S. 305x 
or 
Theater Design 
Short Writings in the Familiar Style 
American History, 1789-1865 
S.S. 301x American Civilization and Government 
Mr. Dakin 
Miss Norenberg 
Dr. Roesser 
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SATURDAY MORNING: 
10:50 A. M. - 12:30 P. M. ( 2 hours credit) 
343 Creative Dramatics . 
Eng. x p . . 1 and Problems of Economics 
S.S. 335x rmc1p es 
Miss Piquette 
Mr. Falk 
SATURDAY MORNING: 
Second Semester 
g:OO A. M. - 10:40 A. M. ( 2 hours credit) 
Art 400x Workshop in Craft_s. 
T 1 in Education Eng. 345x Radio and e ev1s10n 
Mr. Cataldo 
Dr. Smith 
or 
Eng. 306x Advanced Speech 
S.S. 402x Sociology 
10·50 AM -12:30 P.M. 
SATURDAY MORNING: · . . 
Eng. 407x The Romantic Movement 
Sci. 306x Botany 
S.S. 303x Europe Since 1914 
or . 
S.S . 202x Contemporary Civilization 
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Mr. Foladare 
( 2 hours credit) 
Mr. Schuck 
Dr. Rogers 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
The following is a complete list of graduale courses ofTered at this 
College. Credit hours for courses !isled will be indicated only for 
special Workshops and Seminars. In all other cases credit will be three 
,emester hours in Summer Session and two or lhree semester hours in 
on-campus and off-campus extension. For exact credit to be earned 
,ee summer session and extension schedules for the term in question. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN ART EDUCATION 
ART 501. WORKSHOP IN ART EDUCATION MATERIALS, PRO-
CESSES, AND PROCEDURES-Analysis and experiment with materials and 
processes significant to community, school, and group activities. 
ART 502. ART EDUCATION TODAY-Study of contemporary pro-
irams, beliefs, practices, problems in art education and their relationship to 
trends in general education. 
ART 503. WORKSHOP IN USING THE VISUAL LANGUAGE-
Psychological basis of composition with the visual elements: lines, forms, colors, 
textures, lights and motions; visual composition in any material for any given 
1urpose such as: photography; the designing of projects for class, shop or 
nome; production of visual aids; layout of school publications; arrangement of 
!~plays. 
ART 504. SEMINAR IN ART IN HUMAN AFFAIRS-Art activity as 
3 dynamic force in the life of an individual and society; psychology of creative 
activities; creative activity as a way of clarifying thought, attaining control of 
!'.!lotions, propagating individual and group attitudes, beliefs, ceremonials, and 
;ractices. 
ART 505. SEMINAR IN ART EDUCATION-Problems and projects 
) teaching and supervising art in various types of communities and schools; 
ontemporary philosophy, psychology, principles, and practices in art and gen-
education; research and scientific methods in determining programs, 
~licies, and procedures for the art teacher and supervisor. Required of all 
\rt Education majors. Prerequisite: one or more years of teaching. 
ART 506. SEMINAR IN HISTORY OF ART-CONTEMPORARY 
',IOVEMENTS IN ART-Trends in the arts of painting, sculpture, graphic 
,~, architecture, industrial art, commercial art, and crafts, related to develop-
:mts in music, drama, and literature; lectures, readings, experiments and 
Jmonstrations; visits to galleries, studios, and plays. 
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U !\.TE STUDIO IN DRAWING, PAINTING-Indi-ART 507 GRAD · · · d' d · d 
· . .· f drawing and parntrng me 1a etermme for · ·f with a va11ety o 
vidual acuvi ies . h. background and needs; studio and outdoor each individual according t_o is 
problems, field and gallery tnps. 
RADUATE STUDIO IN DE~IGN AND ~PATIAL_ ~R-
AR T 50S. G . "d 1. d designing with pa.mt and matenals; spec1ahza. GANIZATION-Ind1v1 ua 1ze .
1 
· d furnishing costume, text1 e, stage, com-tion may be in home ~lannmg an ' 
mercial or industrial design. 
TE STUDIO IN CRAFTS-Individualized work 
ART 509. GRADUA d . g sculpture plastics, pottery, and metal. in textiles, jewelry, leather, woo carvm ' ' 
TE STUDIO IN PHOTOGRAPHY-Photographic 
ART 510. GRAD_UA d 1 hotography as a form of expression, as bl k and-white an co or p . aki f . 
processes; ac - f d • g and as used m the m ng o teaching commercial art, as a form o recor rn ' 
aids and publications. 
THE ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM-The use 
ART 511. ART IN d d res in the elementary school; develop-of art materials, processes, an proce u . 
d expressive activities of children. ing creative an 
r ATE STUDIO IN SCULPTURE-Sculp_ture as _a 
ART 512. GRADU . . theory and processes usmg media f . d' "dual and group express10n, 
means o m ivi I k d metal 
such as wood, stone, plaster, cement b oc ' an . 
Dlo IN GRAPHIC ARTS-Individualized 51 3 GRADUATE STU · · 
ART · . tching serigraphy, dry point, engraving, work in lithography, wood engravmg e ' 
THE FOLK ARTS- Fold arts of music, 
ART 514. WORKSHOP IN f lk 1 f other countries; their relation-d crafts and O ore O h" h 
dance, drama, arts an ' f h tries and their relations 1p to t e 
d eography o t e coun ' k d' . ship to history an g . 1 d rganization of fol art stu 1es m . I Resource matena s an o . . . 
American cu ture. 1 d in community act1v1tles. elementary and secondary schoo s, an 
TUDIO IN COMMUNITY AND H~ME 
ART 515. GRADUATE S h" conomic social and political · 1 thetic geograp ic, e ' d , 
PLANNING-Functlona ' aes ' d nity. designing and re es1gn• . f h me school an commu ' factors affecting design o o ' .. 
. 1 f ·t·t· s commun1t1es. ing homes, spec1a ac1 1 1e , 
DIO IN ADVERTISING AND ILLUS-
ART 516. GRADUATE S~l! ·cations in illustration and design I t f explicit commum . f rt TRATION-Deve opmen o . roaches· preparat10n o a 
. t I and expressive app ' 
using realistic, expenmen a ' . d blication in magazines, newspapen 
work for illustration, reproduct1~n, and pu h ·q es in black and white, color, 
. . . f materials an tee m u 
or books; mvest1g~t1oln i° suited to reproduction standards. line and tone, part1cu ar Y 
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ART 517. HISTORIC AND CONTEMPORARY ART IN EUROPE-
.\rchitecture, painting, sculpture, crafts, and city planning in Germany, France, 
\ustria, Italy, the Netherlands and Belgium ; given in conjunction with the 
ixperiment in International Living; to include three weeks in residence with 
aEuropean family. Eight weeks. Credit: eight semester hours. 
ART 520. ART CAMP- A two-week post-summer session camp; creative 
activity in casein, oil and watercolor painting; photography; mobile, plaster, 
,tone, wire and wood sculpture; sketching. Elective for students of all Divisions. 
Twenty-live hours a week for two weeks. 
ART 525. THESIS- An individual investigation of an original problem 
10 be submitted in typewritten fonn according to the directions given by the 
Graduate Division. 
ART 526. SPECIAL PROJECT-Research along a particular line of one's specialization. 
ART 550. PROJECT-A study undertaken by one or more individuals 
00 a problem of special "interest ;. must be submitted in acceptable form accord-
jg to directions given by the graduate Division. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN EDUCATION 
EL.ED. 500. WORKSHOP IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION-Prob-
lllls encountered in the elementary schools, selected by members of workshop, 
reneral seminar technique, observation in the Summer Demonstration School. 
R1quired of Elementary Education students for Master of Science. Enrollment .:nited. 
EL.ED. 500A. WORKSHOP IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION-Child 
1relopment ; elementary school methods and materials; preparation of an indi-
;dual report; experience with children in the Campus School. Required of 
71den ts in the Intensive Teacher Training Program. 
EL.ED. 501. SEMINAR IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION-Research 
1 elementary educa tion; study of specific problems by individual students in 
:e:r field of teaching. Required of Elementary Education candidates, for the 
foter of Science. 
EL.ED. 503. ORGANIZATION OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-
~jor concepts in Elementary Education ; administration of the elementary 
~ool; the curriculum; grouping of pupils; the school plant; trends in school 
,lding design; co-curricular activities; pupil safety measures. May precede or 
&iw EI.Ed. 504. Open to experienced teachers, principals, and supervisors. 
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EL.ED. 504. ADMINISTRATION OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
- New York State educational system; legal aspects; school board; educati 
fi 
'b·1· . f h . . l b · onal 
EL.ED. 512 . SEMINAR IN CHILD D 
development of elementary school ch' ld . .dEVEL<:)PMENT- Growth and 
. i ren' gm mg ch Id h . 
iocial, physical and emotional areas. · d' .d 1 growt m the mental . , m 1v1 ual and g k ' 
nance; respons1 1 1t1es o t e pnnc1pa : usmess management, school I 
l 
. .
1 
. Pant 
management; pant maintenance; pup1 transportation; pupil accounting· u .1 
1
. h . l . l · ' p pi 
counsc mg; teac er recruitment, se ect1on, emp oyment, assignment, orientation 
P
roblems; field tnps; observations 1·n cl roup wor on specialized . assrooms Req · d f 
Intensive Teacher Training Program p . : mre O all students in the . rerequmte: El.Ed. 500A. 
evaluation, tenure and dismissal. May precede or follow El.Ed. 503. Ope ' 
. d . . l d . n to 
expenence teachers, pnnc1pa s, an supervisors. 
EL.ED. 505. EVALUATION TECHNIQUES IN THE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL- Evaluating educational growth of pupils; evaluation related to 
teaching objectives; informal, objective, and essay type tests; selection, adminis-
tration, and scoring of measuring instruments (for evaluating and diagnosin 
mental abilities, educational achievements and personality characteristics 0~ 
pupils ) ; statistical methods in handling and interpreting data; organization of 
remedial programs. 
ED. 506. PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION-Principles underlying edu-
cational practices; changing concepts of education; education in a democratic 
society; teaching procedures as determined by a democratic concept of educa-
tion. 
ED. 507. GENERAL SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION-Principles of 
school administration; historical beginnings; national, state, and local responsi-
bilities for education; district, township, and county administrative units· 
boards of education; school services: health, supervision, research, library, and 
attendance; teacher selection, salary, tenure, in-service education; school build-
ing programs. 
ED. 508. SUPERVISION OF STUDENT TEACHING-Responsibili• 
ties of elementary school sponsor teachers; lesson and unit planning; super• 
vision, observation, participation, conferences; teacher-pupil relationships; 
teacher evaluation. Elective for sponsor teachers. Credit: two semester hours. 
ED. 509. PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT IN THE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL- Dynamics of human behavior; prevention of maladjustment; cor· 
rective programs; formation of habits and attitudes; recent clinical research. 
Open to graduate students and undergraduate experienced teachers. 
EL.ED. 510. SEMINAR IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PROBLE~S-
Methods and materials in language arts, science and mathematics for Ele• 
mentary School teachers. Open only to liberal arts graduates in the Intensil'e 
Teacher Training Program. 
EL.ED. 511. MUSIC AND ART IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
-Activities and experiments in various art materials suitable for elementan,· 
grades with emphasis on new processes and procedures; meets the classroom 
teacher's need in the field of music. Open only to liberal arts graduates in the 
Intensive Teacher Training Program. 
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ED. 513. ELEMENTARY STATISTIC · AL METHODS D' · 
measurement, continuous series freque d' . . - 1scuss10n of . f ' ncy 1stnbut10n d h' 
presentation o data in tables measu f 1 . an grap 1c description . . . , res o re at1ve po if . , 
measures of vanab1hty and normal d' t .b . s wn, symbolism averages ' 1s n ut10n. , 
ED. 514. DIAGNOSTIC AND RE 
\IENTARY SCHOOL SUBJECTS- St d~EDfIAL TECHNIQUES IN ELE-
. · 1 · • u 1es o current p · 
1
nnc1p es governmg mdividual prob! f 1 . ract1ces, concepts and ems o earning · 1 
1ects; tests, research techniques of d' . . 111 e ementary school sub-. ,agnosmg ch1ldre ' b·1· · 
~medy learning problems. n s a I ities, procedures to 
EL.ED. 515. SEMINAR IN EARL 
Curriculum development for child f y CHILDHOOD EDUCATION-. ren rom three to · h 
wd research; mstructional mater· 1 d eig t; current problems . 1a s an procedu . . 
ind commumty relationships. evaluaf h'ld ~es ' equipment; school, home 
. d' 'd 1 ' mg c I ren s prog " . ' on m 1v1 ua school problems O ress: act10n research" 
. · pen to graduate t d 
~penenced teachers. s u en ts and undergraduate 
EL.ED. 516. METHODS AND MAT 
i.\RY SCHOOL-School curric l . l ERIALS IN THE ELEMEN-. 1 u um m anguage art . 1 d 
;:ience; eva uation procedures O s, socia stu ies numbers . d · pen to graduate st d t d ' ' apenence teachers. u en s an undergraduate 
EL.ED. 517. TEACHING TH 
llEHARY SCHOOL-Recent E hL".°NGUAGE ARTS IN THE ELE-
_, . . researc m spelling . 
•'" commumcat10n, reading c e f . . . .' written communication 
. 1 . ' r a ive wntmg hstenmg k'll . . ' 
Jtatmg earnmg experiences f h'ld . ' . s I s; implications for 
0 
or c 1 ren, developmg 1 
cam. pen to graduate student d d a anguage arts pro-s an un ergraduate experienced teach ers. 
ED. 518. STUDIES IN HUMAN GR 
-Research in child and ad l OWTH AND DEVELOPMENT . o escent growth. ch · 
.lllt1onal, social and personality growth. 1 ' . angmg c~ncepts in mental, 
,lion research" Open to d ' p annmg, executmg and evaluating 
h 
· gra uate students and d ac ers. un ergraduate experienced 
m 519 .. APPLIED MENTAL HYGIENE- .. 
A their application to personal ' t d 1 Prmc1ples of mental hygiene 
. d 1 Y eve opment emof 1 d . 
nt, an human relationships. 1· . ' wna an social adjust-
[ 
' app icat10n of mental h . . 
-xesses o teaching pupil lea . 1 ygiene pnnciples to ' mmg, c assroom m 
~teacher in lay and professional I . h' anagement, and conduct of 
re at10ns 1ps. 
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EL ED 520_ WORKSHOP IN ELE_MEt:iTdAR: SCHdOOLd ADMifNIS-
. · PERVISION-Selection, in uct10n an gui ance o new 
TRATION AND SU f h al-community relations; curriculum improve-
h . d velopment o sc O · • teac ers, e 1 f .1.t. s to increasing enrollments; m-service educa-d . t nt of schoo aci i ie men t; a J us me 1 t ry school problems suggested by the group. . f t ff personnel. e emen a . f tion o s a ' . d experienced teachers preparing or certifi-
Open to principals, supervisors an 
cation. 
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM-
EL.ED. 52 1. . cesses purposes of the elementary school· 
f h"ld t re learmng pro ' ' Review o c i na ' d . • les of curriculum development; types of 
· · h·losophies an pnncip · conflicting P i . . al steps. methods and materials, creative 
. ·zation · transit10n , . . 
curriculum organi ' •ty resources· individual differences. Will 
. . . t l health· commum ' . . 
activities ; men a 'r _ f certification in Principalshtp or Supervision. 
apply toward permanent o11n o 
PSYCHOLOGY OF THE PRE-SCHOOL£ CmLD-
EL.ED. 522. . al nd intellectual development rom mfancy 
ocial emotion a . . 
Motor, language, s ' . fl of physical social and cultural environ-
1 hool years . m uence ' d through ear Y sc . ' 0 to graduate students and un ergraduate 
ment; observation of cluldren. pen 
experienced teachers. 
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF GUIDANCE-A 
EL.ED. 523. h 'dance directors and counselors ; basic 
basic course designed for _teac ers, gui 
guidance services and techmques. 
OF COUNSELING-Factors in the counsel-
ED. 524. TECHNIQU~S f ling types of interviews and related 
ing situation, tools and techmques o counse ' 
aspects of counseling programs. 
EL.ED. 525. 
lem to be submitted 
Graduate Division. 
. d' . d al investigation of an original prob-
THESIS-An in ivi u . b h 
. f cording to directions given y t e in typewntten onn ac 
ED. 526. 
SPECIAL PROJECT-Work planned and carried out by stu-
dent with guidance of instructor. 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR YOUNG 
ED. 527. PROBLEMS IN . trends affecting the lives of young 
C t · al and economic 1 .. CHILDREN- urren soc'. . f d loping individual and group ivmg; 
• l ntnbut10ns or eve d 0 children; curncu um co . h · n this specialized fiel . pen to 
educational problems confronti_ng teac ers i 
undergraduates with consent of instructor. 
ED. 529. ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY- Social, emotional, mental, 
hysical, and personality development of adol escents ; relationshp of adolescent 
~havior to pre-adolescent and post-adolescent development; educational ad-
. tments and vocational interests; guidance program in early secondary school. 
ior students preparing for early secondary school teaching. Prerequisite: 
iLX semester hours in Child Development or its equivalent and the baccalaureate 
degree. 
EL.ED. 530. PRINCIPLES OF SUPERVISION- Historical develop-
ments and changing concepts of supervision; principles of effective supervisory 
rograrns; types of administrative organization; maintaining staff morale. Open 
;0 experienced teachers, principals and supervisors. 
EL.ED. 531. SUPERVISION OF TEACHING- Principles of supervi-
ion; classroom observation; evaluating teaching; effect of teachers' purposes 
and research on choice of subject matter and teaching procedures; teacher-
oupil relationships; group and individual conferences ; induction of new teach-
;0; inter-visitation; demonstration teaching; teachers' meetings; bulletins; 
,-orkshops; evalu ation of program. Open to experienced teachers, principals 
~d supervisors. 
ED. 532. EARLY SECONDARY SCHOOL EDU CA TI ON-Origin and 
··nctions of early secondary education; curriculum patterns; guidance and ex-
i!oratory programs; articulation between elementary school and senior high 
~ool; extra-curricular activities; evaluation in the early secondary school; 
:t!1arch methods in solving problems listed above and others suggested by 
rtJdents. Required of all students preparing for early secondary school teach-
;g. Prerequisite: baccalaureate degree. 
ED. 533. WORKSHOP IN AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION- Basic 
JJdio-visual teaching methods; knowledges and skills in use of equipment; 
:ms, filmstrips, slides, and other materials; sources of material and equip-
:int; audio-visual programs in the school; film libraries ; ordering of materials; 
:idgets and administration; evaluation of the program. 
ED. 536. EARLY SECONDARY SCHOOL PROBLEMS AND 
TIONS WORKSHOP-Inter-group problems 
ED. 528. HU~_AN RELA: l origin. slow and rapid learners; old and 
1lETHODS-Objectives of early secondary school education; basic principles 
i learning and motivation; curriculum concepts; organizing learning exper-
~ces; providing for individual differences; teacher-pupil planning ; selecting 
:d organizing learning materials; audio-visual aids to learning; utilizing school, 
~c and community resources; status and practice of the core curriculum; 
,lure and purposes of resource units; evaluating pupil growth. For students 
~paring for early secondary school teaching. Prerequisite: baccalaureate 
:igree. 
relating to race, religion, or nation a. . t '. competitive practices in school; 
"f . s" and parucipan s' d d new residents; nnger . 1 ·ng Open to gra uate an . . . d . rating factors affecting earm . 
d,v1ding an integ d t Enrollment limited. 
advanced undergraduate stu en s. 
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ED. 537. EVALUATION IN THE EARLY SECONDARY SCHOOL 
elationship of evaluation to instructional objectives; selecting, administering, 
xing, recording and interpreting standardized and teacher-made instruments 
41 
for evaluating mental abilities, educational achievements, personality ch . 
teristics'. interests aptitudes; diagnosis, guida~ce,_ counseling, and impro~i:c-
mstruct10n; orgamzmg programs to provide for md1v1dual differences. m d g 
practices in reporting pupil progress; statistical concepts and methods ; er~ 
lecting, tabulating and interpreting data. 0 co· 
ED. 538. COMPARATIVE EDUCATION- Educational problems in 
global setting; education as an institution in world affairs; variations in cul~ 
tural heritage and consequent educational differences; study of education in 
Great Britain, France, Germany, Mexico, Canada and other major nations in 
Europe and Asia; services of UNESCO in the field of education. 
EL.ED. 539. WORKSHOP IN TEACHING SPANISH IN THE ELE-
MENTARY GRADES- Spanish conversation; Spanish civilization; observation 
and participation in a Spanish demonstration class in the Campus School· 
evaluation of text materials and other teaching aids. Open to qualified graduate; 
and undergraduates. 
ED. 540. SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION-Sched. 
uled trips to International Educational organizations, Swiss schools and camps; 
week end excursions; individual research projects; participation at annual Inter-
national Education Conference at the Palace Wilson and International School 
at Geneva. Open to graduate and advanced undergraduate students. 
ED. 541. SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION-Relationships 
of school to society; contemporary social problems affecting education, social 
groups and institutions; school and community relations; national, state and 
community organizations affecting educational programs and the development 
of social understandings in pupils. 
ED. 542. SEMINAR IN THE EARLY SECONDARY SCHOOL 
CURRICULUM-Curricular and extra-curricular programs related to social, 
economic, and community changes; relationship of principles and procedures 
of curriculum development to educational objectives; relationship of extra-
curricular activities to curriculum areas; adaptation of the curriculum to adoles-
cent abilities, needs, and interests; various patterns of curriculum development; 
financing, organizing, scheduling, and supervising extra-curricular act1v1ties, 
bases for determining extent and type of student participation in school 
management. 
ED. 546. THE TEACHING OF READING- Importance of reading in 
present day society, research in child development and learning and its impli-
cation for the teaching of reading; trends in the teaching of reading; develop• 
mental levels of reading ; reading in the content areas; methods and materials; 
evaluation and guidance of pupil growth in reading. 
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ED. 547. CORE PROGRAMS IN THE EARLY SECONDARY 
iCH0OL-Nature of block-of-time and core . 
. f . programs, teacher-pupil plannin 
,reparation o resource units guidance and l · g, 
r ' eva uat10n procedures Open t 
rrienced teachers and graduate students. · 0 ex-
ED. 548. WORKSHOP IN FRENCH IN THE 
;R.IDES- French conversation, French civilizatio b . ELEMENTARY 
. F h d n, o servat1on and partic' 
:on m a renc cmonstration class in the S C ipa-
d • ummer ampus School O t aadua tes an qualified undergraduates with f · pen ° 
· consent o the director. 
E_D. 5_49. WORKSHOP IN COMMUNITY RESOUR _ 
~e ut1!tzatwn of the potential teaching reso f h ?ES Study of 
. urccs o t e commun t . d · 1 iltural, economic, and governmental inst1' t t· d I y' e ucatwna ' 
. . , u ions an what th ff 
• teaching s1tuat10n; field trips and lect b . ese may o er to 
ures Y commumty leaders. 
ED. 550. PROJECT- A study und tak b 
1 a problem of special interest. must ber ben. Y o~e or more individuals 
d. · ' e su m1tted m acceptable form ac-.'ltiing to ircct10ns given by the Graduat D' . . 
e IVIS!On. 
EL.ED. 55 l. PROBLEMS IN ELEMENTAR 
· D · d h y SCHOOL SUPERVIS 0\- es1gnc to clp the student spec· 1. . . . . -• ia izmg 1n superv1s1on · d h · :<lerstandmg the problems involved in . . gam ept 111 
d h superv1s1on and to gain g at . . h : regar to t e use of related skills and k I d . . re er ms1g t 
;m broaden his knowledge of the literat nowdc ge 111 s~lvmg them, as well 
\V'll I ure an research m the field f 
;:on. 1 app y toward permanent form f 'fi . . o super-
o cert1 cation m Supervision. 
ED. 566. SAFETY EDUCATION-Kinds and fr . 
mhology in accident prevention. saf t . h equency of accidents; 
. , e Y m ome school sh I 
j community; water traffic and fi f ' . , op, P ayground 
' re sa ety · recreat10n saf t · 
:ergency treatment; effect of narcot'c . t h'. . e Y; poisons and 
1 s' eac mg safety m the public schools. 
ED. 567. DRIVER EDUCATION-B h' d . . 
linee driver· traffic and ped t • f e 111 .- the-wheel mstruct1on of a 
' es nan sa ety· psycho h · 1 . cident statis ti cs ; accident prevent·o . t 'ffi :P ys_,ca testing; traffic Jaw; 
. 1 n, ra c engineer . 1· b'J · · ·1rpretat10n; effects of alcohol· . t · mg, ia 1 ity; msurance 
, mam enance of an a t b'I 
incies; special research proJ·ect R . d f u omo 1 e; cooperating 
• equ1re or cert'fi t' :,ca tion in New York. 1 ca ion to teach Driver 
ED. 575. RESEARCH TECHNIQUES-Var· . 
Jectmg, classifying, evaluating data R . d f ious research techniques; 
ence degree not writing a th . . equ1lre. o all candidates for Master of 
es1s, or comp etmg a project. 
_EL ED. 585. READING CLINIC- Effectiv h' 
'•eve competence in compreh . f .1. e teac mg procedures to . ens10n, ac1 ity word rec .. 
~nfication of reading need . 1 d. ' ognitwn and spelling; · . s, ma a Justments related t d' d' .. 
ial instruction for specific problems. 0 e o rea mg isab1Ji ty; 
·:ergraduate experienced teach p n to graduate students and ers. 
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HE PREPARATION OF LABORATORY SCHOOL 
EL.ED. 
59o. T 1 . e in the Summer Campus School in direct-
TEACHERS- Practlca hexpenhenc gh demonstration teaching, planning instruc. . k f student teac ers t rou d' 
mg wor 
O 
h aluation. lectures and rea mgs; conferences f s and teac er ev ,
tion, con erence , d C School. preparation of a term paper. Not with staff members an _ampus '
8 
to students with credit for El.Ed. 50 . open 
GRADUATE COURSES IN ENGLISH 
ES IN THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF 
ENG. 500. STUD! al . . !es basic to all languages; theories of the UAGE Fundament pnnc1p h . 
LANG - d psychology of language; p onetics and I . the nature an 
origin of anguage' d terns of writing· language types and famil ies; • h . Iphabets an sys ' . 
phonetic c ange, a . d . b hes. the history of the English language; E family an its ranc , 
the lndo- uropean . aning. speech standards. word origins and changes m me ' 
ODERN AMERICAN NOVEL-Outstanding 
ENG. 501. THE M 1 . their social and artistic significance. American twentieth century nove s' 
N AMERICAN LITERATURE-Literary cul. 
ENG. 502. STUDIES I . I p . d to the present; religious and political . f m the Coloma eno d . 
ture in Amenca ro . . . h Romantic Movement and Transcen entalism; influences upon _early "."ntmgs' t e 
realism and regional literature. 
EGIONAL LITERATURE-Literature of 
ENG. 503. AMERICAN R f the United States-New England h . al d cultural areas o 
certain geograp ic an f lk • n American letters, local color and ern Southern, Western, o ways . 
and East , . . 1 particularly m fiction. the use of regional matena s, 
ENG. 509. STUDIES IN THE PROSE AND POETRY OF MILTON 
-An intensive study of the most important prose and poetry of Milton with 
rticular emphasis on Paradise Lost; the background of Milton's writings. . d Consen t of instructor require . 
ENG. 510. EMERSON, THOREAU AND THE TRANSCENDEN-
TALISTS- Writings of Emerson and Thoreau against the background of 
European and American transccndcn talism. 
ENG. 511A. STUDIES IN THE POETRY OF THE VICTORIAN 
PERIOD-Major Victorian poets, with emphasis on Tennyson and Browning; 
JOCial, political, and intellectual background of the times. 
ENG. 51 IB. STUDIES IN THE PROSE OF THE VICTORIAN 
PERIOD- Major Victorian essayis ts with reference to the intellectual back-
iround of nineteenth-century England: Carlyle, Newman, Macaulay, J. S. Mill, 
Ruskin, and Arnold. 
ENG. 512A. LITERATURE OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE: THE 
.ll!DDLE AGES-Reading in English translation representative works of the 
Middle Ages; importance of this literature as source material for more recent 
,riters. 
ENG. 512B. LITERATURE OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE: THE 
1£;1AISSANCE- Petrarch, Boccaccio, Machiavelli, Castiglione, Ariosto, and 
~1ir relation to the literature of England. 
DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH DRAMA 
ENG. 504. ORIGIN ANDI. h d a-miracle and morality plays, inter- ENG. 513. I b . . gs of Eng is ram . f 
-LiMgi~ egmrun d . forernnnm and oon<empo,~ao 1 .. ;., Ame<ic= wci<e~ befoce 1900 including a '°"' of locale, associa<ed 
Jud es ; else of English 't::::1:;~!',. y' Hei, lises and wo,k. S<udy fou, weeks; <ou, <wo weeks. C,eJi,, Jwo "' 
ENG. 512C. LITERATURE OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE: THE 
JISETEENTH CENTURY-Reading in English translation of selected mas-
irpieces; Rousseau and his disciples; romantic poetry, fiction and drama ; 
:!liism, naturalism and symbolism in the various types of literature. 
SEMINAR-TOUR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE-Study 
Shakespeare; progress O •11esemester hours. 
EL Th novel in England, es• ENG 505. STUDIES IN TH~ NOV . - e 
· . <h Cen<u,y· ma10, noveh,<s. ENG. 514. CHILDREN'S L!TERATURE-Tn,e, of chHdcen's Ii<eea. 
pecially in <he N me<eM ' ,; cri<eria of book ,elec<ion ; reading in<«e,<s of childcea ; peepa,a<ion of 
THE MODERN DRAMA- Renascence of :lliography. 
ENG. 506. STUDIES. IN b • and the play of ideas; realism, natural• drama in Europe and Amenca: I sen 
. symbolism, sociological drama. ism) 
ENG. 515. PHILOSOPHIC ASPECTS OF LITERATURE-Major 
:orements in English and American literature from the perspective of philos-
and ;.Ir; literature as a source of ideas; the representation of social, political, 
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NOVEL-Outstanding American G 507 THE MODERN . .fi 
EN . . h . cial and artistic s1gru cance. English twentieth century novels; t e1r so . . 
OF GREECE AND ROME-Readi~g m ENG. 516. STUDYTOUR OF WESTERN EUROPE-Six weeks study. 
ENG. 508. LITERA~UR~ f 1 cted masterpieces; relationship to 1including Holland, Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland and France. Grad-I · d d1scuss10n ° se e d. b · · · 
English trans ation an d I nguages. ~ecre 1t may be earned y wntmg reports on certa..tn aspects of the studytour. 
. 1· h d other mo em a later literature m Eng is an 
~~ous, and ethical ideals in poetry, fiction, and drama. 
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AMERICAN POET S- Nineteenth centu ry poets of 
ENG. 518 MAJOR . . to a national literature; some attention to 
k d their contnbut10ns firs t ran an • 1 of the 20th century. 
chief fi gures in the poetry rev1va 
TURE AND THE WORLD TODAY-Current 
EN G. 51 9. LITERA 1 and critical reports; contribution of the 
d th ough novels, P ays, . f . ideas expresse r . • ture to the world's view o America. 
magazine, newspaper and motion pie 
REAN TRAGEDY- Esthetic and philosophic 
ENG. 520 . SHAKESPEAd t died in the playwright' s mature plays: 
f Sh k speare t rage Y s u · · · q.ualities o a e I . . dings in Shakespeare cnt1c1sm. 
H l t Ot hello L ear, M acbet i , i ca a111 e , , 
MODERN BRITISH POETRY- Significant 
ENG. 521. STU DIES IN . !890· emphasis upon the work of two . B ·t" h poetry since , 
trends and figures 111 ri is . H d Hopkins, H ousman, Yeats, Masefield, 
writers from the following group. a r Y, 
and T homas. 
MODERN AMERICAN POETRY-Signifi. 
ENG. 522 . STUDIES IN . try since 1912 · emphasis upon the 
d fi in American poe ' . . 
cant trends an . gures llowin group: Robinson, Frost, Millay, Ehot, 
work of two writers from the fo g 
Crane, Benet, and J effers. 
N COMEDY- Principal comedies from 
ENG. 523. SHAKESPEAREA t Backgrounds of Elizabethan comedy; 
, L t t Th e T empes . . . h 
L ove's L abour s os O . 1 k. later mature achievements wit 
1 d expenmenta wor ' d "d 1· . Shakespeare' s ear Y an . d bitter comedy, drama an 1 ea 1stic 
. "dea in farce high come Y, the comic 1 ' 
romance. 
CAN LITERATURE- Realistic REALISM IN AMERI 
ENG. 524. 11 J Clemens, Crane, Norris and 
Of the late 19th century ; Howe s, ames, writers 
others. 
E:-,;G. 532. L lTER AR Y GRIT fC I SM- A survey of literary cnt1c1sm 
, 1 and present, wi th exercises in app lying th e student's critical skill to the 
:lldy of specific works; individ ual student emphasis upon the study of a period, 
.tU ] • f 
hor idea, or 1terary orm. ~I , 
ENG. 550. PROJECT- Study under taken by one or more individ uals on 
rob\em of special in terest ; mus t be submitted in acceptable form according 
ip · b h G d D .. . rodircctions given y t e ra uate 1v1s10n. 
ED. 575. RESEARCH METH ODS A 1D TECHN fQUES- See dc-
,ription under Grad uate Division, Education Department. 
GRADUATE CO URSES IN EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 
EDUCATION 
EX.ED. 502. WORKSHOP IN ED UCATION OF CHILDREN WITH 
1RTHOPEDIC HANDICAP- Observa tion and individual participation in 
;;s and orthopedically handicapped child ren; techniques an d materials for 
;adernic and non-academ ic curriculum ; class discussions an d reports. 
EY ,m. 503. CLINICAL PROCEDURES IN SPEECH CORREC-
;10~-An advanced prac ticum, work under supervision with severely speech 
;ndicapped chil dren. Prerequisi te: Ex.Ed. 308, 5 I 3, 523, 533, or equ ivalent. 
,1dit: six semester hours. 
EXED. 504. WORKSHOP IN CURRICULU M FOR CEREBRAL 
\LSIED CHILDREN- Structured to encourage formulation of realistic 
.rriculum fo r slow-learning cerebra l palsied children in the elementary school 
e range. Participants will be requi red to originate curricula r proposals, 
·rking under guidance provided by workshop specialists. Prerequisites: Ex.Ed. 
. or equivalent. Credit : six sem ester hours. 
. d. ·d al investigation of an original problem EX.ED . 506. WORKSHOP IN EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH 
ENG. 525. THESIS---:An 111f 1: u according to directions given by the •.\RING IMPAIRMENT- Practicum work under supervision with class of 
be Subml.tted ·111 typewritten o . f h . f 
to 'dren having varying degrees o eanng impairment- rom modera te to 
Graduate Division . .ound loss. Observa tion and participation; experimentation in techn iques 
NGUAGE- Historical development of 'materials. Summer Session. 
ENG 526. THE ENGLISH LA l"t"cal and social influences for 
· · the 14th century; po 11 b- EXED 512 the English language smce . . d lexicography ; contemporary pro . . . 
wth of grammatical science an . "THOPEDIC HANDICAP-Problems of class organization, grouping and 
chan ge; gro · t nds in American English. Jiculum; educational psychology for the crippled,· psychological tests and lems of usage; semantics; re 
SEMINAR IN EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH 
program. 
R d ·, interpretation. 
RY SCHOOL LITERATURE- ea · 
ENG. 527. EARLY SEC~NDA h early secondary school ; examination 
d oetry appropriate to t e l condary Engl~h EX.ED. 513. SEMINAR IN SPEECH SCIENCE- Anatomy, physics, 
ings in prose an P . for adolescents" in the ear Y se . physiology of speech, stressing research and experimental studies in the · f "literature 
of the functwn ° -Prerequisite : Ex.Ed. 204, 305, 306 and 308 or equivalent. 
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EECH CORRECTION FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
EX.ED. 520. SP d s of speech defects and disorders found in ele-
TEACHERS- Ty~es an cauhse d of treatment of minor disorders by the class-hool children· met O s • 
mentary sc h' . and speech science; observation of children room teacher; some p onet1cs 
presenting various speech problems. 
APPLIED PHONETICS-The application of phonetics 
EX.ED .. 
523
· h . th elementary and secondary school; the teach. 
to the teaching of speec f m eh correction including foreign dialects. Open 
. f h to the dea . speec . d f 'fi . . 
mg o speec ' d duate students R equire or cert1 cation m d d qualified un ergra · . 
to gra uate an d . f Deaf and H ard of H earing. Speech Correction and E ucat10n o 
INTRODUCTION TO AUDIOLOGY-The clinical 
EX.ED. 524. d . ned particularly to assist the speech cor-f hearing problems es1g h . 
treatment O . h . 'd construction, and researc m the field . . H aring testing, earmg ai 
rect10mst. e . . . E . Ed 308 or equivalent. of audiology. Prerequ1s1te • x. · 
S A · d'vidual investigation of an original prob-ED 525 THESI - n m I . • . 
EX. · · . f rm according to directions given by the !em to be submitted in typewritten o 
Graduate Division. 
CE OF CHILDREN WHO ARE EXCEP. D 527 GUIDAN . · 
EX.E · · . 1 d ati' onal gU1dance of children who are d · a1 socia an voe 
TIONAL- E ucatwn : . h sical development, behavior, speech and . al because of mtelhgence, P Y except10n 
hearing. 
EYE CONDITIONS (A)-Consideration 530 SURVEY OF · 
EX.ED. · bl • eluding the anatomy, physiology and . . t ocular pro ems, m . 
and attent10n given ° . d f common eye diseases and refracuve hygiene of the eye together with a stu y o 
errors. 
YE CONDITIONS (B)-Continuation of 
EX.ED. 531. SURVEY _OFlE d hysiology of the eye and diseases . . (A) . emphasis pace on p 
Eye Cond1t10ns ' . . . Ex Ed 530. 
which effect the eye. Prereqws1te. . . 
HOP IN EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH 
EX.ED. 532. WORKS . k der supervision with class of ch1l-
VISUAL HANDICAP- Pract1cu_m w~r u_n t- from moderate to profound 
. d ees of visual 1mpairmen d 
dren having varying egr . . . . • tation in techniques an mate-loss. Observation and partic1pat1on; expenmen 
rials. 
PEECH PATHOLOGY-Research studies 
EX.ED. 533. SEMIN~ l ft palate and cerebral palsy. Pre• in the areas of stuttering, voice e ects, c e ' 
. . . E Ed 308 or equivalent. requ1s1te. x. · 
EASUREMENT-Presentation use and _in• 
EX.ED. 535. MENTAL fM t sts· demonstrations; student part1c1• f I and per ormance e , terpretation o menta . . 
. . ychometric exammatlons. pation in g1vmg ps 
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EX.ED. 538. UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM CHILD IN THE 
CLASSROOM- Personal and social factors as related to the problem child; 
e study of an individual pupil and group discussion of report. Enrollment 
;ited to fifteen. Open to graduate students in any division. 
EX.ED. 539. THE GIFTED CHILD- Study of the nature and needs of 
ibildren who are gifted; examination of such provisions as acceleration, partial-
,gregation, enrichment, special classes; criteria for identifying; implications 
for classroom teacher. 
EX.ED. 541. PSYCHOLOGY OF EXCEPTIONAL CHLLDREN-
!iudy of common tendencies found in fields of mental retardation and physical 
tJJidicap; characteristics and implications of tendencies are developed with 
i:iw to enhanci ng understandings in these fields. 
EX.ED. 543. SPEECH READING-A consideration of the most im-
~rtant methods of teaching speech reading to the hard of hearing child, 
;gether with practice in the various techniques, Elective for graduates and 
;dergraduates interested in the child with hearing impairment. 
EX.ED. 550. PROJECT-A study undertaken by one or more individuals 
» a problem of special interest; must be submitted in acceptable fonn ac-
irding to directions given by the Graduate Division. 
EX.ED. 551. PRACTICUM IN EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH 
i!~'TAL RETARDATION. (FORMERLY EX.ED. 501. WORKSHOP IN 
:DUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH RETARDED MENTAL DEVELOP-
iENT)-Observation and individual participation in a class for children with 
•ntal retardation; group discussions and experimentation in techniques and 
1erials. 
EX.ED. 556. ADVANCED SEMINAR IN VOICE AND ARTicu. 
lTION PROBLEMS-Etiology and treatment of more severe voice and 
oculation problems. Cleft palate and esophageal speech. Investigation of 
:mnt research . 
EXED. 557. AUDIOMETRY AND HEARING AIDS-Study and 
urement of hearing. Administration of individual audiometric, speech dis-
ination and speech reception tests ; interpretation audiograms; principles of 
Jtruction , fitting and use of individual hearing aids. 
EX.ED. 558. NEUROPATHOLOGIES OF SPEECH-Neuropatholo-
of speech etiology and clinical treatment of cerebral palsy, dysarthria, 
i ia, and aphasoid speech problems. 
EX.ED. 559. SEMINAR IN STUTTERING-Investigation of recent 
arch in stuttering. Prerequisite: Speech Disorders II or equivalent. 
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EX.ED. 560. ADVANCED CLINIC IN SPEECH AND HEARING 
DISORDERS- Experience in the clinical diagnosis of speech problems ~nd 
m the application of therapeutic procedures to severe speech problems. 
EX.ED. 561. OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN 
WITH MENTAL RETARDATION. (FORMERLY EX.ED. 511, SEMINAR 
IN EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH RETARDED MENTAL DE-
VELOPMENT )-Curriculum development, based upon a philosophy of occu-
pational education and curricular cores, designed for special class teach 
. d . ers 
and administrators of classes of chi! ren with mental retardation and f 
. . m 
teachers of regular classes who must provide adJustments for slow learning 
children. 
EX.ED. 571. OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS FOR CHILDREN WITH 
MENTAL RETARDATION. (FORMERLY EX.ED. 521. GUIDANCE OF 
CHILDREN WITH RETARDED MENTAL DEVELOPMENT)-Instruction 
in the manual skills needed by children with retarded mental development ; ex-
perience in the techniques needed in making job analyses in the job areas in 
which the retarded find employment. 
ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS AND TECHNIQUES- See de-
scription under Education Department, Graduate Courses. 
EX.ED. 591. NATURE AND NEEDS OF CHILDREN WHO PRE-
SENT EXCEPTIONAL PROBLEMS OF LEARNING- Examination of the 
causes, characteristics and implications-educational, social and vocational-jjf 
children who are exceptional because of intelligence, physical development, 
behavior, speech and hearing. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN GEOGRAPHY 
Western New York, pollution on the E · N" 
ne- 1agara Wat h d G fuheries, flood control and stream ·m ers e , reat Lakes 
1 provement man f 
lands the New York Sta te Fores t Pr ' . agement o farm wood-
' . cservc, rccrcat10n al r - . . 
management programs 111 Western New York. csour ccs and WJ!dhfe 
GEOG. 504. STUDIES IN THE GE 
AMERICA- Utilization of mineral t d fOGRAPHY OF NORTH 
' wa er an orest 
agriculture, manufacturing transpo t t· ' . resources ; geography of 
d - ' r a 1011, recreation h · h Power pro uct10n; selected topics pe t . . , emisp ere defense 
r a111111g to recent h ' l'eiopments. c anges and current de-
S.S. 507. FIELD COURSE IN THE HISTORY A 
OF NEW YORK-See listing under Social Stud1"es, ND GEOGRAPHY 
Graduate Courses. 
S.S. ~08. F~ELD COURSE IN MEXICAN 
.nder Social Studies, Graduate Courses. CULTURE- See listing 
GEOG. 525. THESIS- An ind· "d I . . . 
b b • !VJ ua mvestJgat1on f · · tm to e su m1tted in typewritten f . 0 an ongmal prob-
Grad uate Division. orm accordmg to directions given by the 
GEOG. 550. PROJECT- A st d d 
bl . u Y un ertaken by one . . . n a pro em of special interest. b . or more 111d1vJduals . . . , must e subm1tted · 
:onlmg to directions given by the Grad D" . . 111 acceptable form ac-
uatc IVJSJOn . 
ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS AND 
Jg under Education Department G d C TECHNIQUES- See list-
' ra uate ou rscs. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN HOME ECONOMICS 
H.EC. 500. SEMINAR IN HOME EC 
GEOG. 500. GEOGRAPHY OF EASTERN ASIA- Economic, social :tnt research and problems in th fi Id f ONOMICS EDUCATION-Re-
and political geography of China, Japan, Korea, eastern U.S.S.R., the lndo- ioblems selected by indJ·v·d 1 e ed O Home Economics Education. special J ua stu ents fro th ' China Peninsula, and the East Indies. 'iucation. m e area of Home Economics 
GEOG. 501. STUDIES IN INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY-Selected 
I d Id I. . N' H.EC. 501. WORKSHOP IN HOM topics of current importance such as petro eum an wor po 1t1cs, iagara ~ !em · t h" E ECONOMICS EDUCATIO 
. I . d f . , s m eac mg of Home E . N-power development, coffee in world trade, chem1ca m ustry o the Niagara -~rest f k h . . conomJcs based upon individ I d . . . . ·a1 Ii. d d' s o wor s op pa.rt1c1pant I d" "d ua nee s and Frontier production and d1stnbut10n of strategic maten s; el stu ies ofa .int act""( p . . s. n JVJ ual conferences· gr d" . 
' . JVJ Jes. rerequJs1te: one ear f . ' oup 1scuss1on; 
local area mdustry. itsler hours. Y O teach111g experience. Credit: six 
GEOG. 502. MAP INTERPRETATION FOR TEACHERS- History of 
maps; map interpretation; methods of developing map-reading skills; mapsm HEC. 5o2. THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE FAM 
the elementary and secondary school. 3!Jty development in contemporary A . . ILY- A study of per-
·1y • mencan family Jif E h . as an important factor in sh · h e. mp as1s on the 
GEOG. 503. STUDIES IN RESOURCE CONSERVATION-Principl ''escents and adults. Recent re:~~~;ht e gro~th and adjustment of children, 
of conservation of natural resources; selected problems such as soil erosion· 'onsidered. Designed for teachers who ;; child development in the family 
.lents and themselves. sh a greater understanding of their 
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0 FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS- The family viewed lon~i-
H.EC. :>03. al k f family members at each stage of the family 
d. II . development tas s o . . . l I tu ma Y, . e success and family cns1s; attituc cs, va ucs, and 
life cycle; research on marna~ 
standards regarding family hvmg. 
OBLEMS IN FOODS AND NUTRITION-Recent 
H.EC. 504. PR . f d d nutrition - problems in teaching foods and 
h d 1 nen ts In oo s an ' researc eve opi d hi h school groups; problems related to the indi-
nutrition to elementary an g 
vidual's teaching situation. 
NAR IN HOME MANAGEMENT- Newer develop-
H.EC. 506. SEMI . 1 h me. problems met in teaching manage-. I fi Id of managing t 1e o , . 
men ts !11 t 1e e 1 . •ndividual work on problems m accordance ment in secondary and adult c asses, t 
with student needs. 
TION IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
H.EC. 507 • EV ALU A f .d ntifying and appraising progress toward 
. d ·nstruments or I e . . 
-Techmques an 1 . 1 d of teaching appropriate to the aclueve-. nom1cs. met 10 s . 
goals 1n home eco . ' . d .. d 1 work on problems of evaluation en-
t Of these objectives; !11 ivi ua mens 
countered in teaching. 
p IN ADV AN CED CLOTHING-Pattern mak-
H.EC. 508. WOR!'-SHO . 1 reference to alteration problems met in . d d desi o-n w1 th part1cu ar 
ing an ress " d in class. 
clothing classes; garments ma e 
TEXTILES-A study of the newer develop-
H.EC. 509. SEMIN'.'"R I~h t· lar emphasis on information for the 
Id f t tiles wit par icu . ments in the fie 0 ex . tTzation and care of modern textiles. 
"th regard to the select10n, u t t consumer w1 
PROBLEMS OF HOUSING AND HOME 
H.EC. 510. PRACTICAL d housing and home furnishings; planning 
FURNISHING-Problems relate t_o 
and constructing furnishings; field tnps. 
ND MATERIALS IN THE TEACHING OF 
H.EC. 511 . METHODS A 1 1 . g panels types of discussion, appro• TIONSHIPS- Ro e P aym , ' · FAMILY RELA . . . 1 aluation and use of matenalsfor . ollect1on cnt1ca ev ' . . 
Priate use of films, etc., c ' d chool level. Prerequmte or con-. • h. at the secon ary s 
teaching family relations ips . f ·1 relationships such as H.Ec. 503-
. t. A functional course m amt y comitan . 
Family Relationships. 
IN HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT FOR 
H EC 512. WORKSHOP S and evaluation of developments 
· . TEACHERS- urvey 
HOME ECONOMICS . d chools. field trips, laboratory 
in large and small equipment used m homes an s , 
and demonstrations. 
]{.EC.:. 517. TRENDS lN TEAClllNG CLOTlllNG- lnterpretation, 
and evaluation of present trends jn the teac hin g of clothing construction ; 
;~phasis on recent t_echniqur_s and the importance of_ time and energy manage-
irnt; equipment which can sunpltfy various construct10n processes. 
H.EC. 519. WORKSHOP IN HOME MANAGEMENT-Consideration 
Jproblcms of the family jn relation to the management of the home ; speakers 
~d consultants ; home management house will serve as the laboratory. 
H.EC. 520. FAMILY FINANCIAL PLANNING- Consideration of fam-
;r financial problems; alternate choices in the li ght of family goals and values; 
,;amination and evaluation of available materials for use in teaching. 
H.EC. 521. WORKSHOP IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL HOMEMAK-
J~G CURRICULUM- Offers an opportunity to study the planning of junior 
;gh school homemaking curricu lum ; study of special needs of youth jn this age 
.roup; discussion of processes in achieving learning at this age level. 
JLEC. 523. FIELD EXPERIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS EDU-
\TION Study of the fun ction of home experiences, criteria for evaluating 
Jrectcd home experiences; relationship of homemaking teacher, parents and 
,pils; community relationships; guidance and evaluation. Prerequisite: The 
Jdent must be a teacher and must have taught at least one of the courses 
, the basic sequence, Homemaking 1, 2, 3 (preferably Homemaking 3) the 
•lr prior or be a newly hired teacher who is to teach at least one course 
the basic sequence the following year. Credit: two semester hours. 
H.EC. 525. THESIS- An individual investigation of an original prob-
m to be submitted in typewritten form according to directions given by the 
;raduate Division. Credit: six semester hours. 
H.EC. 550. PROJECT-An undertaking pursued by one or more stu-
1.nts on some problem closely related to the field of special interest. The 
:roject must be approved by the student's advisor and by the head of the divi-
m or department concerned. Credit: four semester hours. 
ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS AND TECHNIQUES-See descrip-
ro under Education Department. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
I.A. 500. WORKSHOP IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS-Problems in organiz-
l and operating Industrial Arts programs at the elementary, junior, senior 
~school and adult levels. 
Ly CLOTHING- Purchase, selection, care, and con• I.A. 50 I. SEMINAR IN INDUSTRIAL AR TS-Discussion, research, 
H.EC. 51 6. FAMI h f .1 . management of time and money as thei JJrtson individual and group problems in Industrial Arts education. Required 
· f \othing for t e amt Y, • d trations and I d · · · struct10n ° c • speakers discussions, emons ' 'n ustnal Arts students registered for the degree of Master of Science. 
1 th· g problems· tnps, , . d relate to c o !11 . ' • d" • d 1 feels a defimte nee , 
work on problems for which the in iv1 ua 
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. STUDIES RELATED TO INDUSTRIAL ARTS I A 502 FIELD · d · 1 · · · · · · · . • I and group studies of in ustna activities m the EDUCATION- Ind1v1dua . . d I . cl . 
d k·ng and fabncating tra es; meta m ustnes · F t" . the woo wor 1 . . ' 
Niagara ron ier , h"c arts . electrical, ceramic, airplane and auto-. d fib products ; grap 1 ' . 
plastic an re f with representatives of industry and various motive manufacture; con erences 
labor organizations. 
GUIDANCE SEMINAR IN ~IFE ADJUSTMENTd_ EDUCA. 
I.A. 503. . f the educational movements lea mg to the S nd evaluat10n o 
TION- urvey a f h L 'fe AdJ'ustment Movement upon the schools R I t" • effects o t e 1 
Prosser eso u 10n, . ·mplementation of the movement; reports . he various subject matter areas, I • • 
in t . I s made in teaching s1tuat10ns. of adaptation P an 
OP IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS ADULT EDUCA-
I.A. 505. WORKS:ult education program including the objectives; state 
TION- A study of the a_ b t . establishment of the needs of the com. I t" s . re1m ursemen s' . 
and local regu a IOn ' . d . 1 t plays in adult education. ·t . the part that in ustna ar s mun1 Y,
ON OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS- Problems and 506 SUPERVISI d 
I.A. · . . • d supervision of elementary, secon ary  · g administration an 
techniques concernin. . "al arts education at the federal, state, and local and adult programs in industn 
levels. 
HOP PLANNING-Problems involved in planning 
I.A. 507. SCHOOLS d 1. g of older shops: space allotments, h or the remo e in . . . new industrial arts s ops 1 . d placement of equipment, writing • f t res se ect10n an area planning, service ea u ' 
specifications, shop plans. 
. 1 f metallurgy for ferrous and non-
I.A. 508. WELDING-Es~entia s fio. ncy in gas and electric arc welding, 
1 I t d to welding. pro c1e . 1 h . 
ferrous meta s as re a e . ' d h d surfacing with spec1a emp aSJS 
cutting, brazing, silver solderin~i ~n carb:n and special alloy steels, stainless 
I.A. 512. WORKSHOP IN TEXTILES- Organization and operation of 
n Industrial Arts textil e unit ; study of fibers and materials; techniques of 
labric construction ; dyeing; surface finishing and trea tm en t ; color and pa ttern 
hrmonics. 
I.A. 513A. WORKSHOP IN CERAMICS- The I ndustria l Arts ceramics 
rogram ; basic formin g techniqu es; advanced processes of production in throw-
~g and cas ting; decora tion; firing and kiln constru ction ; body a nd glaze com-
JXISition; design of cerami c products. 
I.A. 51 3B. WORKSHOP IN CERAMI CS- Advanced design in indi-
iidual and duplicate methods of production ; decoration, glazing and firing; 
·'ays, glazes and kilns; individual problems; th e school ceramics program . 
Elective for all students. Prerequisite: I.A. 406 or equiva lent, I.A. 5 13A. 
I.A. 514. TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES FOR SHOP LABORATORY 
-Methods and devices for teaching shop subjec ts ; demonstra tions and discus-
ions, conferences, group dynamics; audio-visual equipm ent ; research ; and pro-
faction of devices. 
I.A. 515. TRANSPORTATION LABORATORY- Specia lized areas of 
ill!ISportation; planning, organization and techniques of operation ; projects and 
Jroblems; evaluation; models, mock-ups and other visual aids. 
I.A. 517. ELECTRONICS- Electronics in the junior and senior high 
,hool industrial arts program; advanced electronic theory and practice in 
:ommunications; development of instructional materials, demonstration equip-
:ient, projects and visual aids. I .A. 517 A, I.A. 51 7B. 
I.A. 519 . 
NEW METHODS AND TECHNIQUES IN WOODWORK 
on certain non-ferrous lm~tals, t"!g and testing welds. 
d high chwmium "" ,; mspcc' I.A. 520. DESIGN IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS--Dcadua" s<udy of design 
an d ,spplied <o indw<cial art,. Resea~h, disc=ion Md pcac<icc in ocigina<ing 
!STORY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS-:--European _ant_e; ents; :~igns for all areas of industrial arts technical study. Analysis of designs with I.A. 
50
~- H hnical instruction into American education,C USSJanf :icussions for suggested redesign . 
-Carving, appliques and inlays; plastic finishes, wood substitutes, wood 
kaches and other more recent materials and techniques of the wood industries ; 
idividual problems of the in-service teacher. 
attempts to introduce tee f •nstruction. the Arts and ra U d . h SI d System o 1 , 
Manual Training; Swe is oy . th of the vocational concept 
h M al Arts movement, grow . 1 • I.A. 521. -. ., men t · t e an u . 1 · · ng . the soc1a -economic 
iviove . ' I d t ·al Arts as pre-vocatlona traini ' . d . I d t •a1 3G-New materials and their possibilities for industrial arts activities; investi-. Amenca . n us n h tudy of in us try' n us n . . . . . . . . . 
in 'r d t • 1 Arts. Industrial Arts as t e s :mon of modern industrial processes in metalworking and their 1mphcat10ns concept for n us na ' h h" f I d · 1 A 
d ft hnology. rte teac mg o n ustna rts . 
Arts as the stu Y O ec 
NEW METHODS AND TECHNIQUES IN METALWORK-
INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIVE TRAINING I.A. 523. INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL--
LA. 51 I. SEMINAR 
1
~ < of ind us<cial part~time p,og.,ms. D,_,. """• of Ind us<rial Ace in <he clemen<a,y school; s<ody of actisitic, foe <he 
-The organization a
nd 
deve op:nloyment opportunities; analyzing trammg; ~ous grade levels; problems of equipment, organization, supplies; planning . . needs. advisory boards; e p . . f k 
mmmg , · executing un1ts o wor . • · outlines· related work. training , 
54 
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I.A. 524_ EVALUATION IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS-General principles 
. . . t. ction and use of various informal devices and techniques 
of cval uat10n ' < ons tu . . . 
. 1- . blc to industrial arts; sclect10n and use of appropriate of evaluation app 1u 1 . . 
d . l · t nts of evaluation· observation, rating scales, anecdotal standar izec ms rumc ' . . . . 
l terns and the industnal arts proJect; mterpretmg, record. records, personne sys , . f . . 
. • 1 . lt of evaluation for the improvement o 1nstruct10n. mg and using t 1e 1esu s 
I.A. 525. THESIS-An individual inves~igation ~f a~ origi~al problem 
b • d · typewritten form according to direct10ns given by the to be su m1tte m 
Graduate Division. Credit: six semester hours. 
I.A. 526. ADVANCED DRAFTING- PROBLEM_S AND TECH. 
T h · 1 . ficicncy in specific areas of draftmg; the program o[ N[QUES-- cc mca p10 \ . . 
. . 1 · · d senior high schools; govern men ta and mdustna\ draftmg m t 1c Junior an . . . . 
. \ d . ,cntiona\ and simplified drafting practices; evaluation 
draftrng stanc ar s ' col1\ . . G cl 1· 
• · t h · cal drawino-. Prercqu1s1tc: ra uate stanc mg. 
of pupil progress m cc !11 " 
I A 530. NEW TECHNIQUES IN GRAPI-HC ARTS- ~xperimen-
. · . · k" · k IJhotography, half-tones, color separation, photo-
tat1on 111 papcrma mg, m ' . . . . 1· . I 
. h · l fic·encies 111 offset pnntmg, pub 1cat1ons, etterpress 
engrav111g· tee mca pro i G cl 
'. · f " book-bindino-. Prerequisite: ra uate standing. 
printing, silk-screen prm 1110, " 
PROJECT- A study undertaken by one or more individuals on 
I.A. 550. · d · t bl f · d. · l · t. must be submitte m accep a e mm accor mg a roblem of specia mteres , . 
p. • · b h G duate Division. Credit: four semester hours. 
to directions given Y t e ra 
EL.ED. 575. 
RESEARCH METHODS AND TECHNIQUES- See de-
scription under Education D epartment. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY CURRICU-MATH. 500. 1 · h. \ · f ber • rationale of processes; re at1ons 1ps; genera 1· 
LUM-Development o num , h . 
· cl · ·fi f number and processes ; mat emat1cs as a 
z tions. mean mg an s1gm cance o . . . . 
a ' . bl solving. visual aids; professional literature, 
language. measurement' pro em ' . 
' cl t of readings. individual research and proiect. 
analyses an repor s ' 
-= 
? WORKSHOP IN MATHEMATICS- Selected topics in 
th ::!ta To~-el~~~ntary mathematics analysis of research ; individual study o\a 
e cl . tt report of findings• committee study and reports on pro· 
problem an wn en ' 
lems. 
3 THE FUNCTION CONCEPT-Relatio_nships, depend-
MA TH. 50 . . roach. linear and quadratic funcuons; graphs and 
ence, and the functional app . ' . nential and logarithmic func· 
MATH. 504. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE- Theory and applica-
ion of formulas; simple and compound interest; annuities; amortization and 
;nking funds; depreciation; bonds; life annuities and life insurance; related 
,rob\ems. 
MATH. 506. HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS- Chronological study of 
me development of elementary mathematics; national achievements of ages or 
i riods; selected biographies; appraisals and critiques; problem studies. 
MATH. 507. FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS- The axiomatic 
,ethod; theory of sets and infinite sets; real number system and linear con-
\ouum; the complex number system; groups and their significance for the 
ioundations; development of various viewpoints on foundations. Prerequisite: 
function Concept. 
:V!ATH. 525. TIIESIS--An individual investigation of an original prob-
11 to be submitted in typewritten form according to directions given by the 
iraduatc Division. Credit: six semester hours. 
~!AHI. 550. PROJECT A study undertaken by one or more indi-
,iduals on a problem of special interest; must be submitted in acceptable 
:rm according to directions given by the Graduate Division. Credit: four 
•~titer hours. 
EL.ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS AND TECHNIQUES-See 
:;cnption under Graduate Division, Education Department. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN MUSIC 
~lUS. 500. MUSIC lN EDUCATION- Public school musi c education; 
11ributions of various composers and music educators lo public school 
;ic and to general culture; required readings; listening lo records; ideas 
; school assemblies. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN SCIENCE 
SCI. 500. SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM-Back-
·.und, purposes and present scope of science in the clemen tary schools; pro-
<1ional review of subject matter with demonstrations, experiments, audio-
'J~ aids, readings. 
e tracing• tngonometnc, expo , I" 
elementary curv ' . 1 d . differential and integral functions; app 
tions; linear and exponent1a tren s' 
SCf. 501. FIELD STUDTES TN SCIENCE T- Biological and geological 
J work; sclcctccl field studies, both group and individual; intensive studies 
one or more areas. Elective for seniors with an average of C in science 
Jp\etcd to date. Prerequisites: Biology, 5 sem. hrs., Sci. 191 or G.S. 203-204. 
cations and related problems. 
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SCI. 502. FIELD _STUDIES I~ SCIENCE II- Application o[ scientific 
principles in a metropolitan community to problems o[ health and san't • 
. . 1 d h l . 1 1 · · f · 
1 
ation · industna an tee no og1ca app 1cat1ons o science; scientific research O h' 
Niagara Frontier. R equired of persons specializing in the teaching of n t e 
· h · h · · f • p . . general 
science; ot ers wit perm1ss10n o instructor. rerequ1S1te: 18 sem. hrs. er d' 
· b' l h · d h · e it in 10 ogy, c em1stry, an p ys1cs. 
SCI. 503. ECOLOGY- Scientific . nature study, including consideration 
of the relationships between living things and th eir physical environment· 
biological relationships between and within species ; man's relationships with 
th e natural environment. For graduate students in Elementary Educatio . 
others by permission of instructor. Prerequisites: Sci. 101 , 20 1-202, or 
equivalent. L ectures, discussion, readings. 
SCI. 504. REGIONAL STUDY 1N SCIENCE- Field work at Alle-
gany State Park; out-of-doors science for the teacher; identification o[ wild 
flowers , trees, birds, insects, and other living things ; relationships between 
living things and their environment; geology of the Park, and of western 
N cw York. Open to graduate and undergraduate students. Prerequisites: Sci. 
101, 201-202, or the equivalent. 
SCI. 505. CONSERVATION WORKSHOP- A two-week workshop for 
teachers and administrators; problems of soil, water, forest, wildlife, and 
mineral conservation ; consultation with experts from the State Conservation 
Department, federal bureaus, and elementary school education; elementary 
school problems in conservation education; field trips, lectures, discussions, indi-
vidual research. Open to graduates and undergraduates. 
SCI. 518. HUMAN BIOLOGY-Origin and d I 
:!ties; human anatomy and phys'ol . _eve opment of the human 
i . f 1 ogy, reproduct10n b I 
tie; geneti cs o man; conservation of h ' em ryo ogy, and life 
b
. l R • uman resources· bl 
;!llan 10 ogy. equ1red of all candid t f , new pro ems in · h' f a es or extension f 'fi . 
de the teac mg o science in the 1 ° cert1 cat10n to in-
::1.202, 303-304. ear y secondary school. Prerequisites: Sci. 
SCI. 523 . S~IENCE IN TRANSPORT A TI . _ 
•;c1ples of physics and chemistry t ?N-Apphcat10n of the . 
1 
. . o transporta twn . f · • 
1
rt1a, acce erat10n, fluid pressure B .11 ., . . , nct10n, momentum 
b 
. ' ernou1 1 s pnnc1ple t f . ' 
'fuels, com ust10n of fu els atom·c , ypes o engines types 
f b
. ' 1 energy and other f t · ' 
~ement o o Jects. Prerequisites: Sci. 203_204, 303_304_ ac ors involved in the 
SC!. 524. SCIENCE IN OUTDOOR 
mce to problems in cookery sani' tat· h I EDUC A TI ON-Application of ' 1011, s e ter s J f f 
1rgency foods, map reading and k' ' e ec 10n ° campsite safety. . map ma mg• d d . ' , 
logical interpretation of the env' ' ay an night orienteering • . . ironment; conserv f f , 
·1grat1on of science and outdoor ed . . a wn ° natural resources . ucat10n in the publi h . . · 
· !01, 201-2, or the equivalent S l . c sc ools. Prerequ1S1tes: · evera overnight trips. 
SCI. 52_5. T;8ESIS-An individual investigation f .. 
Ix subrrutted in typewritten f . 0 an ongmal problem 
., D' . . orm accord mg to d · t' . 
·ruuate 1v1s10n. Credit• six sem t h irec 10ns given by the · es er ours. 
SCI. 526 INDIVIDUAL INVESTIGATI 
OBLEM IN SCIENCE OR ELEMENTAR ON OF AN ORIGINAL 
1!10N- No required class atte d y SCHOOL SCIENCE EDU-
d 
. n ancc; work to be I d 
iu ent, with consultation and 'd P anne and carried out gui ance from · t 
SCI. 508. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND THE WORLD TO· 
DAY- Selected areas will be studied which exemplify ways in which science 
profoundly affects the world today and which involve the international rela-
tions of the United States. 
,only, ms ructor. For graduate stu-
SCL 527. Ct:RRENT RESEARCH IN SCIEN 
llth m the vanous sciences. im 1· . CE-Study of current 
1
. , . . , P 1cat10ns of such h 
-~ ivmg; implications of research . . researc on presen t and 
HOME ECONOMICS- New developments in control of food poisonings; 
study of research in nutritive values of proteins; bacteriology and chemistry of 
frozen foods; effects of food processing on nutrition; recent research in other 
areas affecting home economics. For graduate students in Division of Home 
Economics Education only . Lecture, laboratory work. 
SCI. 509. 
RECENT ADVANCES IN SCIENCE AS APPLIED TO 
Current objectives of secondary school science education; selection of subject 
matter content ; methods of teaching; demonstration techniques; pupil experi• 
mentation and other activities; analysis of tex tbooks, laboratory manuals, audio-
visual aids; the role of laboratory and fi eld trip experiences; problems in evalua· 
tion. R equired for state certification in secondary school science teaching. 
Prequisites : Bachelor's degree, 18 sem. hrs. in science. 
SCL 510. 
TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS-
58 
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1 
m science for the I 
cecumcu um. Prerequisi tes: Sci 101 2 ear y secondary school . ' 01-202, 203-204, 303-304, 518. 
IC!. 528. SEMINAR IN SCIENCE EDU 
u education in the public sch 1 . d CATION-Current trends in 
: of special problems by ind' s ,lstu y of research in science education. 
. h 1v1 ua students from th · ' 
.:ce m t e early secondary school p . . e1 ~ own teaching ex-
t~1ficat_e to include science teachin r~~equ1sites: candidacy for extension 
,experience teaching science . th g I the early secondary school· two 
m e ear Y secondary school. ' 
lCL j 31. GEOLOGY OF NEW YORK . 
v. pakonlology, glacial gcol d STATE- Phys10graphy, Strati-
. h' ' ogy an economic 1 f ~c 1story of the region p . . geo ogy O New York State· 
. · rerequ1s1tes: Sci !Ol , 
11h science. Two hours per k . h · , or three semester hours in 
wee ' wi t several field trips. 
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SCI. 550. PROJECT- A study undertaken by one or more individ 
bl f . I . b b . d . uals on a pro em o spec1a interest ; must e su mitte m acceptable form a d 
ing to directions given by Graduate Division. Credit: four semester hou ccor · rs. 
EL.ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS AND TECHNIQUES-See d . 
scription under Graduate Division, Education Department. c 
GRADUATE COURSES IN SOCIAL STUDIES 
S.S. 500. STUDIES IN TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICAN HIS. 
TORY- Aspects of American life since 1900; significant trends, policies, and 
ideas in politics, diplomacy, and national culture; topics for study dictated b 
student needs and interes ts. Prerequisites: 15 hours in Social Studies, includi/ 
six in American History and six in European History. g 
urban communities; social economic a d 1· · 
. ' , n po 1tical effects f th '.!lrch upon the United Sta tes as a who! p . . 0 e westward 
• 1 d. • . e. rerequ1s1tes· 15 h · S . iiudies, me u mg six rn American Histo 1 . . · ours m ocial · ry anc six m European H is tory. 
S.S. 505. STUDIES IN CONTEMPORARY EC 
-International trade; in terna tional fin an .. fl . ONOMIC PROBLEMS 
cl ce, rn a t1 on · labor J • I · ,ms of labor an management ; price lev I R . , . . egis a t10n ; p rob-
es. eg1st ra t1 on with consent of i·n-;rurtor. 
S.S. 506 .. MINORITY GROUPS IN AMERICAN CU . 
,cial, nat10nality, and religious minorit . . LTURE- M aJor 
jmral, historical, and famili al po·nt y fgr~ups rn Ameri ca trea ted from the 
1 s O view · curren t an th J · 
)1rhological da ta on un iformiti es cliff ' . . ropo og1cal and 
• · ' erences pre1ud1ces and d. · · · !rfrequ1s1tes : 15 hours in Socia l Studies. ' , 1scnmrn a t10n. 
S.S . 501A. STUDIES IN TWENTIE~ CENTURY EUROPEAN HIS. S.S. 507. FIELD COURSE IN TH 
TORY : THE GERMAN PROBLEM- Political thought and institutions in JF NE W YORK STATE- Ch . . E HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
• f h W · arac ten st1 cs of the geo h. . Germany pnor to 1914 ; development o t e e1mar Republic; the Hitler ~teau Catskills Hudson a cl Ch 1 . grap 1c regions (Allegheny 
d .d f h N . P d . ' ' n amp arn L owland Ad. d movement ; structure an i eology o t e az1 arty an state; foreign policy 'illey Tug Hill and Black R . V I s, iron acks, M ohawk . d d f . ' ' iver a ley St L a L leading to World War II; Nazi rule an e eat m Europe ; post-war German '.ains) · colonial and pio e 1 ' · wrence owland, and Lake · · · 15 h · S · 1 S d . · Id' · · , ' n er se tt ement · present po I · quest10ns. Prereqws1tes: ours m ocia tu ies, me u mg nme m European tation routes and facilit'e . f d ' pu a t10n pa ttern · trans-
. 1 s , orts an ba ttlefi elds f th . ' 
History. ielopment ; conserva tion prac tices. 1 . 0 ree wars; rnd us trial , P aces associated with f 
remen ts. One day on cam us fo r . . amous people and 
S.S. 501B. STUDIES IN TWENTIETH CENTURY EUROPEAN HIS- --day trip by chartered bus cj en t onenta twn and travel arrangements . 
TORY : THE HISTORY AND INSTITUTIONS OF THE SOVIET UNION .dents. Offered only in Su~mp S o _gradua te and upperclass un dergradua t: 
- Chief factors in tsarist Russia; Revolution of 1917; coming of the Bo!- er esswn. 
sheviks to power ; political and social ideology; government and the Com- S.S. 509. LOCAL H 
munist party; economic system ; peasant problem ; Soviet foreign policy and its QUES-Re h . I IST?R y : RESEARCH METHODS AND TECH 
. . . . f h S . . searc rnvo ved rn the st d d -
relation to internat10nal orga111zat10n ; impact o t e oviet Un10n upon the special refe h . u Y an presentation of local hist 
. . h . S . 1 S d ' . . . . rence to t e Niagara Front' d N ory, western world. Prerequ1S1tes: 15 ours m ocia tu ies, mcludmg nme in ;·ties · disco . . ier an ew York Sta te · commun·t 
. , very, examrnat10n and use f · • 1 . ' 1 Y European History. ·hours in Social Stud ' . I d' . . o ongma materials. Prerequisites. 
ies, m e u mg six m American History. . 
S.S. 502. THE UNITED STATES AND ITS INTER-AMERICAN SS 510 
RELATIONS- American policies toward the Latin American Republics and , h. : b .k SELECTED PROBLEMS OF URBAN LIFE C It l 
. . . . . . o t eir ac grounds attit d bl - u ura groups the Dominion of Canada: recogmt10n; Monroe Doctrine; impenahsm; peacefu , d . h ' u es, pro ems, culture traits and c It 
• • • • • . ,01m m t e local comm un · t . •a1 . , u ure patterns settlement; cultural interchange; hemisphere security; reg10nahsm. Prereqw . lk b I Y, raci , nat10nality, religious and . 1 1 • • • • 1 d. · • A • H ' d . . ops, ta s y guest representa t' f . , socia c ass sites: 15 hours m Social Studies, me u mg six 1n mencan 1story an s ult 1 . ives o mtergroup education ag . d 
in European History . 'C ura groups studied. enc1es an of 
S.S. 503. HISTORY OF POLITICAL THEORY-Chief modern con ,s.S._5!1 . . PROBLEMS OF CONTEMPORARY ENGL . 
tributors to the political ideologies of democracy, liberalism, conservatis e unwns; . mdustrial and labor relations. career f th L bAND-Rise of 
· · · · · · d N · p · · 15 h ::s for social demo . h . ' 0 e a or Party · pro-nat10nahsm socialism, commu111sm, Fascism, an az1sm. rerequmtes: o . . cracy, t e changing world po •t' f E , 
111 Social S~uclies, including nine in European History. ·on wi th consent of instructor. si wn ° ngland . R egis-
S.S. 504. HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FRONTIER- Progress S. S. 512. THE UNITED STATES I 
settlement from the Atlantic to the Pacific ; transmission of culture ; develo .\IRS-United States forei n . N_ CONTEMPORARY WORLD 
men ts in transportation; the process of state-making; transition from agrari : Atlantic and Pacific co!m .fol icy;_ mted States and the United Na-
, • • I men ts ' rnternal proble h 
0 urt1on, mflation and taxat' R . . . ms sue as defense 
' wn. eg1stra t1on with consent of th . 
e mstructor. 60 
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S.S. 513. SOCIAL AND INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF THE 
UNITED ST A TES-Social roots of systems of thought; effects of idea 
. . . . . . f h h h . s upon 
A.men can society , contmumg patterns o t oug t, sue as Puritanism. l'b 
· d · b · f · 11 l 1 d · 1 era\. ism, emocracy; contn utions o mte ectua ca ers. Prerequisites: 15 ho . 
Social Studies, including six in American History. urs m 
S.S. 514. WORKSHOP IN HUMAN RELATIONS- Exploratio f 
means to more productive human relations in classrooms; development 0t 0 
structive social attitudes in children; particular difficulties faced by childre~
0
:; 
various groups; talks by guest speakers on local problems. Open to graduate and 
upperclass undergraduates. 
,d laboratory methods; teaching aids such fil . , f as 1 m slnps pictur d I 
,d lib rary re ercncc materials. types of 1 . , es, mo e s • ' cva uation. Registration with consent 
finJtructor. 
S.S. 52L CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBL 
\Dlerican society; sources of information . 1 h . f E1:f S- Problem areas of , ec rnques or d s · d 
., social problems; analysis of several . b i covering an analyz-maJor pro !ems s 1 1 d · 
,:ili student needs and interests Prere . . . .' e ec e in accordance · . . · quis1tes, course 10 ele S . 
-..n to qualified sernors with consent of . 1 mentary oeiology. ,r ins ructor. 
S.S. 525. THESIS- An individual investi atio .. 
1 
be submitted in typewritten form d' g n of an ongmal problem accor mg to direct' . 
:,aduate Division. Credit : six semester hours. wns given by the 
S.S. 514A. ADVANCED WORKSHOP IN HUMAN RELATIONS-
Materials and methods in individual and group work in human relations· ind'. 
vidual situations in a school or community. Open to graduate and upp~rcla
1 
S S 550. PROJECT-A t d d 
ss · · s u Y un ertaken b n • . . 
undergraduates. 11 problem of special interest . b . Y 
O 
e or more mdividuals . . . ' must e submitted in ace t bl f
·!to directions given by the Gradual D' . . . ep a e orm accord-e ivision. Credit: four semester hours. 
S.S. 515. STUDIES IN AMERICAN COLONIAL HISTORY-Com-
parison of colonial policies pursued by European powers in the New World· 
modification in a new environment of such transplant~~ elements as the family: 
church, schools, economy, and government. Prerequ1s1te: 15 hours in Social 
EL.ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS AND 
:ption under Graduate Division Ed t' D TECHNIQUES- See de-' uca 10n epartment. 
Studies. THE WORLD t~DERGRADUATE COURSES OFFERED IN EXTENSION 
TODA Y-"The community of nations": self-determination; international or• 1959-1961 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
AND 
S.S. 516. 
ganization; international law; world government; human rights; mutual security- Th f ll · 1. f . . . . d d . 1 ' e o owmg ist o underg d . 
foreign policy; military power; worl tra e; soc1a problems; economic h d . ra uate courses mcludes only th 
assistance; communications; the role of social science; the United States in ;JleS sc e ulcd to be given during the extension years 1959_19°6s0e 
relationship to other nations and to international organization; dangers and IJJ.)961. For complete list f d d ' 
o un ergra uate courses consult general 
responsibilities attendant to power and leadership. Jege catalog. 
Art Division 
S.S. 518. CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN POLITICAL MOVE, 
MENTS-Organization, campaigns, propaganda, electoral geography, parlia-
mentary tactics, and national political parties, especially the Cornmunis 
Socialist, Christian Democratic, Radical Democratic, Peasant, Conservative, an 
Nee-Fascist. Prerequisites: 15 hours in Social Studies, including six in Europe 
ART 256. ART IN EVERYDAY LIFE-Art 
borne, school, community indust d as rel~ted to personal 
i design, costume design ~onsum ry, ;n : 0 mn:1erce; architectural and in-
;iired of Art Education s~phomor::. e ucat10n, mterrelationship of the arts. 
History. ART 400 WORKSHOP IN C 
S.S. 519. CASE STUDIES IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND POLI •tu of cr~ft h RAFTS I-Creative experiences . d d' bl' h . ., s sue as leather met 1 . m a 
TICS-Structure and practice; revenues an expen 1tures ; pu 1c ousm · c~ Elect' f ll ' a , ceramics, and jewelry• individual . . d . l 1· . l 1 . h' , . ive or a students except A t Ed . ' 
health, and welfare; planmng and zoning; e ucationa -po 1t1ca re allons 1ps r ucation majors. 
topics selected in accordance with student needs and interests. Prerequisites: I ART 406. C H d/ G 
REATIVE ART WORKSHOP .. . 
hours in Social Studies, including six in American istory an or ovemm suitable for the elementa d . . . -Activities and art mate-
Open to qualified seniors with consent of instructor. :a: watercolor powder pai~ gfira es; 
1
~dividual experiment in various 
SOCIAL STUDIES- Consideration of unit, topic, discussion, project, probl S.S. 520 . 
WORKSHOP IN METHODS 
AND MATERIALS 
62 
' , nger pamt tempe · k d 
a, cardboard wood cloth 1 ' ra, m s, yes, crayon ' ' , soap, c ay plaste bb 1 • ' 
:!Is, yarn and other materials El . ' f r, ru er, p ashes, wire, thin 
majors. . ec t1ve or all students except Art Educa-
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ENG. 407. ROMANTIC MOVEMENT- Romantic poetry and prose : ART 458 _ THEATRE DESIGN I - Philo ophy, techniques,_ an? prac-
f h d atic arts · scenery, costume, makeup, lighting and tices in desi gn or t c ram ' . . d 
model sets and product10n work. Require of all Art Edu. allied stage crafts ; 
, 5 Wordsworth, Coleridge, Scott, Byron, Shelley, Keats ; critics of the 
:;Jllod, Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. 
cation seniors. 
Education Department 
EL ED 487 _ TEACHING THE LANGUA?E AI:TS IN THE_ E~E-. y SCHOOL- R ecent research in spelling, :"ntten_ com:nun'.cauon, 
MENTAR . . d' creative writing, hstenmg skills ; implications 
l mmurncat10n rea mg, . 1 ora co . ' • _ ces for children ; devclopmg a anguage arts 
for creating learnmg expenen . 
program. Open to undergraduate experienced teachers. 
ern 
the 
English Department 
GENERAL LITERATURE- Literary masterpieces_ of Wcst-
ENG. 2o5. . h d American poetry and prose: translations from 
. T tion· Enghs an f A c1v1 iza .' G nd Russian. Required o all rt Education 
Greek, Latm, French, erman a 
sophomores. 
DREN' S LITERATURE- Types of children's litcra-
ENG. 210. GHIL . f mative material, fiction, biography, and poetry; 
ture: folklore, modern .111 or .11 t t' ons format of books; reading interests of . . I f book select10n. 1 us ra I ' • • 
pnnop es O . b'bl h Elective for sophomores, 1umors, and 
children; story tell mg ; i ograp y. 
seniors. 
ADVANCED SPEECH- Informative talks; ind!vi~ual andd 
ENG. 306. II' Elective for sophomores, Jumors, an 
group reading of poetry ; story te mg. 
seniors. 
in • 
ll callh and Ph ysical Educalion Dcparlmcnl 
P.ED. 301. PHYSICAL EDUCATION- Principles of physical edu-
irion; physical edu cation in the elementary school ; teaching motor skills ; 
ndamcntal play, relays, lead-up games; rhythms, stunts and class-room 
·~er selection of activities; safety in physical edu cation. R equired of Ele-
·"' ,ntary Education and Exceptional Children Education juniors. Prerequisite : 
)[d. 101 and l 02. 
H.ED. 40 2. HEALTH PROTECTION- School and community health 
:;blems; school health service; communicable disease control ; water supply 
sewage disposal ; food sanitation ; safety edu cation . Prerequisite: II.Eel . 201. 
Music Department 
MUS. 304. MUSIC FOR CHILDREN I- Music experiences for the 
:s1ry, kindergarten, and primary grades; activities: singing, rhythms, listen-
' creating, playing and making instruments, song stories ; broad use of all 
:5 of materials and equipment. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. 
Science Department 
ENG 309. PUBLIC DISCUSSION- G~oup 
bate . pariiamentary procedure; pa~el presentat10ns; 
discussion, including de-
interview techniques; oral 
SCI. 305. ZOOLOGY- Morphology, physiology, adaptation, reprocluc-
genetics and ecology of animals. Lectures, demonstrations, laboratory work. 
rive for students who have had Sci. 201-2; other by permission of in-
i lOf. 
repo~ts. Elective for juniors, and semors. 
DIO AND TELEVISION IN EDUC~TION-Br~~d- SCI. 306. BOTANY- Structure and physiology of plants in relation to 
ENG. 345· RA 1 ation · recordings; radio and telev!Slon :meal problems· observations, experiments, and laboratory work center 
casting and its history; programd ev~ u f c·1'1·t1'es . research paper. Elective for , d t 1 ' 
1 . tours of broa castmg a 1 , m con ro of plant life. Elective for students who have had Sci. 201 -2 or in the c assroom, . 
· · ors and seniors. ~mvalent. sophomores, JUl11 , 
ENG 348 CREATIVE DRAMATICS~History, phil_osophyd, melt.hods, SCI. 310. . . k' 'th children . observat10n an par ,c1pa• 
al f · f mal playma mg wi ' · function of elementary school science together with its subject matter; 
SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES-Background 
~:! 7:t~!m~:s ;c:~ol. Elective for juniors, and seniors . 
ARY LITERATURE-British and Ameri 
ENG. 402. CONTEMPOR the novel and the drama. Requi 
literature of the twentieth centu~ : poetry, ' 
of all Elementary Education semors. 
INGS IN THE FAMILIAR STYLE-! 
ENG. 405. SHORT W~IT k Thurber Lewis Allen, Heywood Bro 
formal writings of Beerbohm, eacoc ' ' 
E. B. White and others. 
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nstrations, experiments, visual and other materials used in elementary 
I science. Required of juniors in the Elementary School Science Sequence 
· elective for other Elementary Eel ucation juniors, and seniors. Other classes 
departments by arrangement with instructor. Prerequisite: Sci. 101, 201-
or their equivalent. 
SCI. 421. HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY-Structure and 
tion of the human body, including metabolism, nutrition, and disease. 
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Social Studies Department 
S.S. 202. C ONTE'."1,PORARY C IVJLIZJ\.TION:--Problcms of poli tical 
and economic organiza t1011 ; recen t na t10 na li sm and imperialism . re,, 1 . , o ut1ons 
and th e pattern o f di cta torship ; a ttempts a t world organization · chief d 1 
ments of major European and Asiatic countri es. 
, eve op. 
S.S. 301. AMERICAN CIVILIZATION AND GOVERNMENT-
Establishment of the American republic; growth of American civilization · 
relations between the government and the people. ' 
S.S. 303. HISTORY OF EUROPE SINCE 1914-Causes, events, and 
results of World War I; treaty settlements; post-war developments and prob. 
!ems; areas of friction; the League of Nations; World Court; Fascism ; eventi 
leading to World War II; important developments to the present time. Offered 
in Extension only. 
OFF-CAMPUS EXTENSION 
Proposed courses First Semester 
1959-1960 
.\ngola ..... Math. 500x Math ematics in the Elementary Curriculum 
S S 304 AMERICAN HISTORY TO 1 789-Ea I A · · &lrker ... . . . . . .......... . Eng. 50 l x The Af odern American No vel • • • r Y mencan history k 
from the discovery and settlement of the New World to the formation of the Chee towaga · · · · · · · · · • • • . . . Ed. 
Constitution; European influences; growth and development of the English 
colonies; the Revolution; establishment of the new nation. Elective for sopho. 
mores, juniors, and seniors. 
505x Evaluation T echniques in the 
Elementary School 
wen. •• •• · ·•·• • • • . . Sci. 500x Science in the Element c · l ary urrzcu um 
tlma . · · · · · · · · · • Geog 505x Geograph f ti M d · 
S.S. 305. AMERICAN HISTORY FROM 1789-1865- Adoption of the 1 • Yo ie e iterranean Lands 
Constitution; formation and growth of political parties; rise of national spirit · JIJCaster. · · · · · ·······.El. Ed. 516x M ethods and Materials · th 
d . 1_ , zn e Jacksonian democracy; westwar movement; sect1ona ism; the Civil War El S 
· " ementary chool 
S.S. 335. PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS OF ECONOMICS- Basic \ledina .......... · Ex. Ed. 59 l x Nature and N eeds of Children Who 
principles; contemporary problems and trends; labor-management relations; Present Exceptional Problems of L · 
· d c1 · earning prices and inflation; pre-war, war-time an post-war a Justments. .\'iauara Falls...... El Ed 54 . 
, · · · · · · · • . 6x The T eac/unR of R eo.ding. 
S.S. 3~3. CU~TURAL _ANTHROP?L??Y-Man as a physical form; . . S.S. 516x International Relations and th / World Toda; 
culture in its relation to society, t~ the md1v1dua!, '.111d ~o personality; pre- lial1Jomt Central School (Lockport) .. . S.S. 515x Sud' . . 
historic developments of culture; umversals and vanat10ns m cultures; cultural t ies in American 
traits and institutions; dynamics of cultural change. Elective for sophomores Colonial History 
• • d · ' \'illiamsville. . M h 5 Jun10rs, an semors. · · · · · · · · · · • • at . OJ x Workshop in Mathematics 
S.S. 402. SOCIOLOGY-Rise and development of culture; cultur~ :filson. · · · · ······· .El. Ed. 517x T eaching the Language Arts in the 
change; social organization and social institutions. Required of Elementary Elementary School 
Education seniors. 
S.S. 408. TWENTIETH CENTURY EUROPEAN DIPLOMACY 
Causes and diplomatic problems of World Wars I and II; intervening diplo-
matic history; Paris Peace Conference of 1919; present world diploma · 
situation. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. 
S.S. 426. CONTEMPORARY ECONOMIC PROBLEMS-Price mo1· 
men ts; business trends; labor and management; trade; agriculture in the na 
tional economy. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. 
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STATF UNIVFR"ITY 
....:: 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
Central Administrative Office: Albany 1, N. Y. 
UBERAL ARTS COLLEGE 
Harpur College a t Endicott 
11EDICAL COLLEGES 
· State University Downstate Medical Center in New York City 
State University Upstate Medical Center in Syracuse 
TEACHERS COLLEGES 
State University College for Teachers at Albany 
State University Teachers College at Brockport 
State University College for Teachers at Buffalo 
State University Teachers College at Cortland 
State University Teachers College at Fredonia 
State University Teachers College at Geneseo 
State University Teachers College at New Paltz 
State University Teachers College at Oneonta 
State University Teachers College at Oswego 
State University Teachers College at Plattsburgh 
State University Teachers College at Potsdam 
)THER PROFESSIONAL COLLEGES 
State University College of Forestry at Syracuse University 
State University Maritime College at Fort Schuyler 
State University College on Long Island at Oyster Bay 
State University College of Ceramics at Alfred University 
New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University 
New York State College of Home Economics at Cornell University 
New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations a t Cornell University 
New York State Veterinary College at Cornell University 
tGRICUL TURAL AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTES 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Alfred 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Canton 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Cobleskill 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Delhi 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Farmingdale 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Morrisville 
,0MMUNITY COLLEGES 
locally-sponsored two-year colleges under the program of State University) 
Auburn Community College at Auburn 
Bronx Community College at New York City 
Broome Technical Community College at Binghamton 
Coming Community College at Corning 
Dutchess Community College at Poughkeepsie 
Erie County Technical Institute at Buffalo 
Fashion Institute of Technology at New York City 
Hudson Valley Technical Institute at Troy 
Jamestown Community College at Jamestown 
Mohawk Valley Technical Institute at Utica 
Nassau Community College 
New York City Community College of Applied Arts and Sciences 
Orange County Community College at Middletown 
Queensborough Community College at New York City 
Rockland County Community College 
Staten Island Community College at New York City 
Ulster County Community College 
Westchester Community College at Valhalla 
